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VOL. 20. NO. 305.

HENRY GEORGE WRITES FROM
MPMM ON THE FRISCO TROUBLE

IN '8

J

COMPANY IS

THE

AMERICAN ECONOMIST IN A SPECIAL AR itit How Japa Feel on Racial Quet- 4
tion involved.
RESPONSIBLE
This raises the racial question 4
TICLE FROM TOKIO TELLS WHAT THE
4 at once. The lower class of 4
JAPANESE THINK OF THE EXCLUSION 4 Japaneso regards Japan as the 4
peer of any
on earth.
t
OF THEIR PEOPLE FROM SCHOOLS IN it The higher nation
class of Japanese,
Says President Roosevelt. For
who has traveled and has had
CALIFORNIA THE FEELING IS BITTER experience of tho world, on rare
Colorado River's Irrupwill show a resentTHAT THEY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED 4t occasions
raent that we should Set his
tion Into the Sal ton Sink.
people down merely as "Asra- - 4
NOT AS GOOD AS EUROPEANS AND BE it tics"
and rank them below the t
4 negro race! To a highstrung,
CLASSED WITH NEGROES.
AND THAT COMPANY MUST
sensitive, ambitious people this

SWOLLEN - HEADED

PARLIAMENT
WILL NOT GO

JAP.
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Because the English Lords
Defeat the Education Bill
Passed By House.

M

-

IS ABLE TO SIGN

SHAH

Is galling.

To admit that they are equals

humility as if what he had done
for had been only his duty toward Japan.
And this Is oae of the great results
The Evening citizen.
of the late war. Baron Kentaro Kane-ko- .
Tnkln Npv. 20. The ouestlon of
who during tliat struggle was
the exclusion or Japanese cnuuren such a brilliant spokesman in the
from the public schools of San Fran- United States for Japan, made a pubcisco or at least of their segregation lic address here in English a few
has by many been called a mere days ago, which I was fortunate
surface trouble, that would pass off enough to hear. "Only a year Bfter
quickly ad he forgotten.
the victorious close of one of the
But that is ty no means irue. n greatest wars of modern times, he
goes down deeper, and will Tequire said, "where do you see any evidences
i ha
attention of American of vain-gloramong our people?"
feople before it can be settled.
No Vain-GlorFVtp tho Japanese soirit is aroused
Yet nowhere have I seen the flaunting of soldier pride that might seem
tad will brook no slights. The great
success of this people in two wars a natural consequence of such a
within ten years ana its amazing struggle and such a succession of
nrmrrens in tho arts Of neace have victories the kind of pride which I
awakened a feeling of ambition and am sure my own countrymen would
which is maalfest on exhibit In large measure did victory
every hand, but which is difficult to In a like cause shtne upon their tanners.
describe.
Tho lest instance of this spirit
One of the chief reasons for this I
that I can think of is presented in take to be that the old Samurai spirit
the person of a Jinrickisha man in still governs Japan governs, notthe employ of Sadazuchi Uchlda, who withstanding the new coaditions; inin the deed, governs It with the aid of the
win in well remembered
United States as the Japanese con new conditions. It is the spirit of
the following
sul general in New York City tor ten duty, of
years.
of high ideals. It Is the spirit of
nn Mr ITrhbla'a returning to To- buchldo.
And this silent sense of a higher
klo from New York on a leave of
absence the Jinrickisha maa former- standing has filled the place of boast-lag- .
ly in his employ returned to his
The nation feels a new strength
Thlu man In tall for a Japan within itself, and insists that it be
ese, straight and athletic. When the not contemptuously set aside as part
war with Kussia commenced ne was of the family of mere "Asiatics." It
drafted, and he not only participated depends that it be received into the
engagements, but was family of the first nations of the
in thirty-sione of thirteen men left alve out or world, with the rights, privileges and
his entire company at the siege and Immunities accorded to the western
storming of Port Arthur. And tor civilized powers.
this fart and a wound he sustained,
Why Discriminate?
and
be received a special decoration govagainst
our
"Why discriminate
from
the
for
life
pension
small
a
your schools " It asks ia
children
in
ernment.
consequence of this feeling. "Are
The Jinrickisha Man.
they not as. eager to learn as the
In face of this splendid gallantry. children of other nations, or as
nuietlv chanced his worthy? Why set them apart when
thl
soldier's uniform end went back to the children of all the European nahis 'rlckisrta.
tions- are. taken ia together in the
I saw this man the other day when schools?"
And truly that group of questions,
he pulled Mr. Uchlda up to the door
of the Imperial hotel and let down taken by itself, would be difficult to
the shafts to allow his employer to answer. For the desire of this peostep out. There was absolutely no ple to learn is nothing short of marpretense or assumption of manner velous.
In the hands of the bellboys in the
about him. He bore his honors with
Bv Henry George, Jr.
Special Commssloner in Japan

AT ONCE REPAIR DAMAGE

Is not to say that any considert able
number of Japanese desire

j

to or would become American
4 citizens. Very few do or would
4 so desire. Love of Japan Is too
strong for that. But they wish
to be regarded as at least the
equals of other peor'.e who have
the option of going to the
United States and becoming clti- 4 zens.
HENRY GEORGE.
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rForaker Fights President In the
Matter of Dishonorable Discharge of Negro Soldiers.
t

'

20. ITesident
Washington.
Dec.
reooeeTeit win bsk r-- ti. namman
head of the California Development
company, to have repaired at once
the break in the left tank of the Col
orado river across the Mexican boundary line, the overflow of which Is
causing: euch great damage In Iniper
ial and Colorado valleys In Califor
nia. This company is held responsible for the damage, as the break
at the company's works erect-eunder concession from the Mexi
The president's
can government.
decision was reached after a confer
ence with Senator Hint, of Califor
nia; Director Walcott, of the geological survey, and F. H. Newell, of
the reclamation service, and in view
of the lmpoesibility of obtaining an
appropriation from congress to do the
work before the holiday recess.

FORAKER SAYS PRESIDENT
GUILTY OF USURPATION
Washington. Dec. 20. Immediately
after the senate convened today For- aker'ft resolution looking to an Inves
tigation by the senate of the presi
dent's discharge of three negro com
infantry,
panies of the Twenty-fift- h
was taken up and Foraker addressed
He began
the senate In Its support.
by the broad declaration that "the
nreeident misconceived his constitu
tional powers when he discharged the
troops, and he also misconceived the
testimony on which his acton was
based."
Foraker said that the president's
constitutional power was simply to
command the army and navy as tue
commander In chief, while to cougre&s
the constitution gives the power to
raise armies and to make rules and
regulations for their government, and
these regulations prescribe that no
man can bo summarily discharged
without the right to be tried; and the
articles of war, he argued, prescribe
minutely how these trials are to le
cor.eluctod; and that all punishments
-- ball be in. accordance with the direcHe contended,
tion of the courts.
after reading at length from the articles of war, that it Is inconceivable
that tho president should be absolute-Jwithout restraint. The president,
Iks t;a.id, stated in his message that
these soldiers were guilty of mutiny
and hud been discharged for that
Ho followed this with the
reason.
artioiew of war as to how tho courts-martia- l
should direct their punisti-men- L
This was all to guard against
autocratic power. Congress, to provide against excessive punishment,
had limited the penalties.
Lodge and Scott Reply.
Wlien Foraker concluded bis remarks on the negro troops resolution,
he received unanimous consent to
modify his resolution so that it now
directs the senate committee on military affairs to investigate the circumstances leading up to tho dis
Lodge
charge of the negro troops.
replied briefly to Foraker's
speech,
The resoluand 6cott also spoke.
tion of Foraker goes over without action until after the holidays.
y

MORE SEED AND PENSIONS FOk NEW

Special to Tho
Washington,
gate Andrews
quota of seeds

C,

MEXICO.

Dec. 20.

Dele-

has secured an extra
from the agricultural

departmett for New Mexico.
The delegate has also introduced a
bill to increase the pension of Aabel
Chaffee, of
Cruces, to $30.
Chaffee was a member of company K
139tu New York.
15.

GOVERNOR HAGERMAN IS
AT COLORADO SPRINGS.
ylorado Springs, Dec. 20. Governor Herbert J. Hagerman. of New
Mexico, la spending a week in the
city, having returned frcjm Washing-

ton.
The governor characterizes as
"newspaper sensations" all tho
to the effect that certain politicians in New Mexico have preferred
charges against him or have asked
President Itoosevelt to remove him.
WORK ON GOVERNMENT'S
POWDER FACTORY STARTS.
Dover, N. J., Dec. 20. Work was
commenced here today on the new
powder factory which the government
is erecting, it will cost f 115,000 and
1e the finest of its kind in existence.
Each jwrt of the new factory, where
the highest explosives will lie manufactured, will .Ik-- so protected and isolated that an explosiou in one part
will not effect any other part of the
burkltng.
General C'rozier, chief of
ordinances, 4s In charge of the work.
re-jo-

MONUMENT

LARGE

TO

SOLDIERS COMPLETED.
Mew Haven, Conn., Dec. 20. The
Prospect Soldb rs Monument was com"
pleted today. It is seventeen feet
granite,
if
in height, constructed
with
ba.se of Harro graniie. and
La4ids proudly iu the centre of Prospect Green. The figure of a soldier
U tie prodomiant feature
of the
.ttraotire. The state seal and the
who
Prospect
nuiucs of the u.c.i from
(omgiL la the wars are engraved ou
it. A tnewtlug wull be be d tonight
ka Ca.1. unveiling day will be
.
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Japs Withdraw Demands For Nav
igation of the Amur Fiver Which

If

Is in Russian Territory.

4

"

4

Tokio hotel la which I have been
stayi.ig I find at odd moinents, not
Japanese novels, or even newspapers
but school books, and English school
'
Li&
books t that "The First English
Reader," "English Grammar," "Japanese-English
Dictionary."
The kurumaya who drew me in his
carriage dowa to the neneral nostof-flethe other morning ama.ed me by
pointing to a small American flag
that chjnred to hang in u shop win
dow and saying: "Flag of America;
Japan h best friend.
Commodore
Perry was kind to u.." And as he ran
he asked me questions rbout Gen.
Grant. o whom ho said lie had been
reading.
They Feel Hurt.
The nation is thirsty for knowl-- j
edge, the evidence of which is most
apparent la. the cities, where thought
Is always quickest.
And the knowl
edge desired Is not of the abstract,
but of the practical kind; the kind
that will help their personal for-- I
tunes, and that will clso redound to
the honor of Japan.
Before coming here I had met a
great many Japanese In the United
merchant:!,
clerks
States mostly
and students and since arriving on
these shores I have come in contact
'
"
s
with very many Japanese, mostly or
upper
clashes
who
student
and
the
have been In America. end every- RAILROAD MEN OWN LARGE STOCKS IN GOAL COMPANIES
where- I have found
latitude to
our country as a teacher.
ol
But I have alio
roctions a sorrow and almost bitterness end anger that Japanese should, Murdo Mackenzie Tells How Sheep Waited Six Weeks For
by the United States luws. be held In
Cars and Were Then Driven to
eligible- tor ciuzensnip wnen peupiu
from all of tho nations of Europe,
Kansas Over Land.
and even people of African descent,
are eligible.
Kansas City, Dec. 20. The Inter-- 1 Comnanv. of Channlnir. Tevna cav
the, sauio testimony as
oar practically
commission
state commerce
shortage investigation, which was be- .viacKeuzie gave.
WaOLENMILLSOFSOUTH PATRICK GETS SENTENCElATTCRNEV GENERALS gun in St. IxmiB, was taken up here
this morning by Commissioner C. A. JUDGE THINKS BFST YET
GOT IN PASSARF C1TC5
Prouty, aided by P. J. Farrell, attorKansas City, Dec. 20. C. A. Prouty,
ney for the commission. It is expect!
INSTEAD
FOR
GEI A GOOD MOVE
ed that the hearing will continue uu-t- i ;f Vermont, member of the interstate
Friday evening, when Commission- commerce commission, said today:
"I have nn il,...l,t ii.nt nvr.nt..iiv
er Prouty and Attorney Farrell will
all the states east of the Mississippi
i
OF EXECUTION
depart for Washington, D. C
and north ef the Ohio will be on a
two-cebasis. These changes will
MURDO MACKENZIE TELLS
OF LOSS TO STOCKMEN. be duo to the passage of the rate law.
No man can tell the final effect of
Chatanooga Great Northern Sends Eighty Moyer of New York ProseHeadquarters
President J. R. Crow, of the J. R. tho rate law
until it has 4ieen worked
company,
&
Mining
of
Coal
Ctow
out In the courts.
The most importTenn.. and Greater ProducGars of Coal to Grand Forks, cutes Ice Trust. Miller De- Kansas City, was tho first witness. ant
effect of tho law has liecn the reHe testified that S. T. Fulton, assistducing of pussenger
cast of
on Passenger Time,
tion Activity Anticipated.
ant to President WHnchell, of the Pittsburg aud north of rates
fends Colorado.
the Ohio river,
Rjck Island, holds 10,000 stock In and
in
other communities not In the
He admitted west, I admit,
the Crow company.
but in the section menTELLER ANDERSON IS
JIM JEFFRIES DECLINES
that Fulton received his stock with- tioned the peoplo
JAP FLEET WILL VISIT
are already riding
received
paying
out
for it, but said he
for two cents a mile."
ARRESTED IN TEXAS
TO FIGHT NEGRO JOHNSON
by
employed
the Continuing, Mr. Prouty said:
SAN FRANCISCO 'TIS SAID It before he became
"1
Rock Island.
said when the bill pussed
Aiuruo Mackenzie, president of the first effect would be to stop that the
rebates.
Albany. Dec. 20. The sentence of
Nashville, Dec. 20. A merger of
Albany, Dec. 20. Attorney General Ainer.can IJve Stock association and
the leading woolen mills of the south, Albert T. Patrick has Ikhmi commut- Julius Mayer, in the name ef the peo- manager of tLe Matador Land & Cat- I believe they have been stopped." He
also
said that whatever may be the
Involving a capitalization of $1,250.-00- ed to imprisonment for life.
ple of the state of New York, today tle company, testified that he had reThe combi- General Miller, of Colorado, today o began action against the American ceived many complaints from Colo- fate of the law finally, the peoplo will
has been effected.
imprisonment for life ihe death Ice company, in the supreme ceurt rado, New Mexico and practically all control the business of
nation will be known as the American
Textile Woolens company, and will sentence under which Allien T. Iat-ric- of New York county, for dissolution the southwest, of financial loss result- - and all passengers will pay tho same
rate.
The square deal will apply;
include the following concerns:
has remained for nearly five of the
Ing from shortage of stock cars.
ice trust.
business
will be on a cash basis; men
The Iark woolen mills, Roseville. yiars, since his conviction of the
snon-ano?"
"viiat is ino reason ror tne
will pay for riding, and railroads will
Ga.; the Ixiuisvllle woolen mills. murder of William Marsh Rice, the
Kansas-Coloradcommissioner.
asked
Water
the
Case.
pay
for services In their Interest.
Ky.;
Louisville,
Sheet water Texas millionaire, in New York city. I Washington,
the
20. Attorney
"The railroads use cattle cars for
Dec.
woolen mills. Sheet water, Tenn.; the
Governor Higglns issued u memo- General Miller, of Colorado, todey be- other commeKlities," replied Macken- PHILADELPHIA COMPANY.
Athens woolen mills, Athens. Ga.; the randum explaining his action in com- gan his rebutting argument for that zie.
IN MARKET FOR CARS
Atlanta woolen mills, Atlanta. Ga. muting the sentence of Patrick on state in the Kansas-ColoradirrigaMackenzie said lie had known of
Philadelphia, Dec. 2u. The purTho headquarters will be at fhattu-nooga- . the ground that three of the seven tion case, on trial in the United sheep waiting six and seven weeks chasing agent of the Pennsylvania
judges of the appeial court were States scpreme court.
for
and finally they were driven has Invited bids for tho construction
strongly of the opinion that errors
from Albuquerque to Kansas City in or 5,000 box cars.
Their estimated
KANSAS CITY ABSCONDING
hud been committed
trial
at tho
This cost Is $6,000,000.
order to get them to market.
Ja? Fleet Coming All Same.
With this order
TELLER CAUGHT IN TEXAS. which were prejudical to the rights of
Han Francisco, Dec. 20. The Jap- year tho delay Is more severe than the com pan ay will have ordered withAustin, Tex.. Dec. 20. Chief of Po- the defendant, and he therefore did
in the past two years nearly BO.OOO
Sun Fran- ever before.
lice Morris today arrested Win, C. not believe Put rick should suffer the anese, warships will visit
II. S. Boise, of tho Boise Cattle additional freight cars.
next few months,
within
cisco
the
Anderson, alias Charlton,
who
penalty.
is extreme
It Is stated here
reports to the contrary.
wanted ut Kansas City on the charge that Patrick intends to continue hi This Isthethe statement
if Consul
K.
of embezzling funds of the First Na- efforts to establish his innocence.
Uyeno, who says he expects tho trainNEW LINER ADDED TO
tional bank of that place.
Anderson
ing cruisers under Admiral Kataoka, SUCCESSOR APPOINTED TO
SOUTHERN PACIFIC.
was formerly assistant paying teller
Eighty Cars of Coal Sent West.
one of the mikado's officers who disNew Orleans. Dec. 20. The Momus,
.
of the bank.
Superior Wis.,
20. The Great tinguished himself against the RusSUPERINTENDENT CLARK the latest addition to tho fleet of the
Northern today is making up a train sian Vladivostok fleet.
Southera Pacfic Steamshp company,
Suddenly Went to Pieces.
of eighty cars loaded with coal to
left here today for New York. Sho
Kansas City, Dec. 20. Win. C. An- supply the immediate wants In Grand SALTON SEA FLOODED CAUSU Is very likely that
Professor Is tho first of tho three new steamED BY BREAKING DIKES.
derson, up to the time he disappearForks, N. D. The train will be run
OrYuma, Ariz., Dec. 20. The breaking Sterling, superintendent of tho public ships built for tho New York-Need, had been employed by the First on passenger time.
leans service or tho company. The
National bank here for eighteen
of the two dikes which caused the M'hools of linsing, Mich., will suc- Creole
Antilles were recently
years. The bank officials placed his
entire Colorado river to again flow in- ceed Professor Clark as superintend- launched and
Refuses to Fight Negro.
and will be placed In comAlbuquerquo
public
of
ent
the
sea
shortage at $tf,uuo, which they say he
irreparto
Salton
has
the
caused
20.
Evening
New York, Dec.
The
next spring. The
The committee appointed mission early
took within a week of his departure. j World today received a telegram from able damage and It is feared that the schools.
Momus, which is larger thaa the olh- to
successor
Mr.
secure
to
Clark
a
governtn-Irrigation
ljiguna
dam
;
say-it.
James J. Jeffries, at Los Angeles,
er two ships is of lO.ooO tons, a seven
TO CONSTRUST ANlng that he would not fight Johnson, 5 roject will become an Impossibility. has learned that the Michigan man
A rough estimate shows that up to would like the position, and an ex- t.en knotter and an entirely new class
OTHER ALPINE TUNNEL. the colored pugilist.
coastwise vessel.
She has imParis, Dee'. 20. The chamber of
the prestint $25,OOO.oou damago has change of telegrams was made today of
works which gives her
deputies today announced an appro- WILL SELL CAPITAL
been done. The Southern Pacific rail with the result that a proposition mense upper appearance
of some of
the uiassivo
priation for the const ruction of a new
STOCK TO EMPLOYES. road engineers today commenced the from the professor will be laid before tao big
liners. She has
tunatl under the Alps which will
New York. Dec. 20. The ottlclals construction of forty miles of road the school board. If the board sup- splendid cabin accommodations aud
Italy with the rest of Europe. of the United States Steel Corpora-to- around tho Saltoa sea about fifty feet ports the committee, the appointment
is equipind with wireless telegraph
The tunnel will
under Mount
today an jounced a stock offering above the present line. By the break- will follow, the new superintendent
The Momus is expected
to take up the duties of his new posi- apparatus.
Blanc at a height of 3.100 feet. Tne of their employes in connection with ing of the dikes thousands of peoiK-havrailway passlnK under this tunnel the profit sharing plan instituted five
lost their homes and a quarter tion January 15. As head of tho Dan- to reduce the time between New Orby
thirteen
ng schools Professor Sterling has leans and New York
will bring Turia nearer to Geneva by years ago.
The stock will bo sold of a mlllon acres of farmng lands s'
hours.
superninety-fiv100 miles, and shorten thi distance
teachers
his
under
submerged.
have
been
.par.
to the employes at (.lightly above
between Turin and Chamois by lit'. Last year the preferred stock was
vision. He Is said to be a very able
FOR A NATIONAL
fnileK
Thr.
fymnu..
man.
... I. nrw iiutu sold to 12.3HC employes at par. They AMATEUR GUNNERS COM,.v..wtT t9
and tunnel will be shared equally by subscribed for a total of 24,miu shares.
PEACE CONGRESS.
PETING FOR PRIZES.
the Fieach, Swiss and Italian goverri- New York, Dc. 20. An American
Philadelphia. Pa.. Dec. 20. Oae of SANTA FE ROAD TO
MAKE IMPROVEMENTS. peace and arbitration congress was
iie nis.
the largei-- t target tournaments ever
WORLD'S CHESS CHAM- Chicago. Deo. 20. The directors of founded in tho (,'oope r union today.
PION COMING TO AMERICA. held for amateur shots commenced on
LARGE SHIPMENTS OF
to attend
(Mend. Dec. 20. Dr. lisker. the. the grounds of tne F!orUls Gun club the Atchison, Tope'ka & Santa Fe rail Delegates will U. selee-teMEAT FOR CANADA. world's champion chess player today at Wishiiiomiug today. There are way today announced that they con- forthcoming International
con- exten-sioiis
Hague.
Improvements
A
Providence, R. I., Dec. 20. The
at
and
resolution wa
the
Kr.ss
januouufid that after the forthcoming), more than l.ono crack bhots from all templated
of the line wheh are estimate! passed expressing gratification of tho
liner Aorangi arriv- inurnaiional chess congress at Bel-- purls of the totalis, to competo and
ed here today. She has on board gium he would leave for America, ' some frplenriid exhibitions of marks- t. tost 125,000,000. The line is at congress that the Nobel peace prize
'
from hail been awarded President Boosethree thousand one- - hundred careas-.eresent lrfing double-trackewhere be would appear i contest in manship are expected. Very valuable
veil.
t.f Iraen mutton for Vancouver.
Chicago to Kansas City.
the principle cities.
prizes will be awarded.

CAR SHORTAGE TAKEN

I
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BY THE INTERSTATE

OMI

ser-vio- r.
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Judge Prouty Tells of What the Rate
Bill Will Do For the People of
the Whole Country.

x

Iuun-2'Ttii3-

-

IK

OUT

$1,250,000

RECOVERS

PAPERS-OSC- AR

4

nt

at

London, Dec. 20. There will be no
dissolution of parliament as the result of the Action of the house of
lords in defeating the government education bill. Although the rejection
of this main liberal measure of the
session Is the most serious rebuff to
which Sir Henry
cabinet has been subjected, it
is not regarded as sufficiently grave
to necessitate an appeal to the country.
Whether at the present moment the
government could successfully appeal
to tho nation on the educational bill
is a question upon which even many
ILlierals are in great doubt.'
The only immediate effect of the
step taken by the upper house, therefore, will be to give an enormous Impetus to the radical agitation in favor of curbing the veto powers of
the peers, and te) supply the nonconformists with new guns and ammunition in their fight for the disestablishment of the church of England.
Campbell-Banner-man'-

LITTLE BROWN PEOPLE
ABANDON RUSSIA DEMANDS.
Petersburg,
Dec.
20. The
St.
e
commercial treaty ' is
nearlng completion. Japan has abandoned her demand for international
navigation of the Amur river, and
asks that the treaty of (Algun .be revoked, inso far as It concerns navigation of the Sungari river, which Is
cntlreley within the Chinese territory
of Manchuria and is without access to
the sea through the Amur.
PERSIA'S SHAhT8TILL IS
ABLE TO SIGN PAPERS.
Teheran, Dec. 20. The ahah maintained his strength fairly well during
hours and was
the last twenty-fou- r
able to sign Important documents relating to state business.
Russo-Japanes-

GOOD KING OSCAR LIKELY
TO RECOVER HIS HEALTH.
Stockholm, Dec. 20. King Oscar
continues to make good progress towards recovery-

THE

BACK FROM

DIKE
Dec. 20.

KLONA RICH

MAN.

lltnry ThompMontreal.
son arrived hero today from the Yukon valley where he has been for
the past eight years. He went out a
poor man with a company of prospectors and, though working against
great odds, he succeeded In amassing
a fortune of 1GO,000. He will aow
permanently reside here.
TO

IHEMZSPRINGS
IN FOUR

HOURS

i

0,

lie-t-

ALFREDO J. OTERO PROPOSES
TO PUT ON AUTOMOBILE
LINE BETWEEN ALBUQUERQUE AND JEMEZ

rate-makin-
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Evening Citizen.
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From Albuquerque to tho Jem- i Hot Springs In four hours or
less, is the scneme and an an- will
tomobile, it is thought,
solve the problem. Back of the
scheme Is Alfredo J. Otero, pro- prletor of tho Stone hotel at the
springs, and, Mr. Otero U In
town now making the prelimi- nary arrangements.
Mr. Otero propeises to put on
an automobile line between the
city and the springs and to give
daily service each way. The
first problem, and really the
only possible obstacle In the way
of the success of the line, Is a
road across ten miles of sand,
which lies en route, and Mr.
Otero believes that he can surmount this obstacle by d touring
by a circuitous route. It is sixty
miles to the springs the way the
road runs now. A road avoiding
tho sand will be probably fifteen
miles longer. The route of the
new road will be selected right
away, and the building of it will
U'gin forthwith.
Mr. Otero has not yet docldtd
what make of machines ho will
purchase, but they will he the
largest and roost powerful the
market affords. However, there
is plenty of time for securing
the shipment, as no attempt will
be made to put the line in ser- vico before Uie latter pan of
next spring.
In the past tho Jemez springs,
which have water of undoubted
virtue for many illnesses and
are set in the most tieautlful
surroundings la the whole coun- try, have ben reached o,ilv by
stage couch ufter a mot tiresome
ride. Yet with this detri- mental feature In the way, they
patronized.
have been
An automobilo Hue, with only
four hours bet wo n them and
this city is bouud to make them
the iKipular summer resort of
central New Mexico.
-

all-da-

lilie-rull-
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACE TWO.
ftilplildcs react upon mrli otlier In
furnace wllh tno production of
TUC tVENING CITIZEN ttip
metallic coriwr, or load and sulphurous acid gas.
rMftM Mi mi Wwkly ky
(outside of
Succckb In KmcitlnK
Tbe Cltlzca Publishing Company smelting carbonates of lead and cop
proper mixture
per) depend upon
twrtwi tfcmck (
I si PmIiiWIm for trm
of ores, proper nastinR and adjustment of fluxes. The more presence
of a llt(( galena In ft camp in not
sufficient to justify tho erection or a
smelting: plant. For Rood rcsu.lta, a
mixture of ores la usually ceedod,
high grade silver and gold ores to
brine up the value of tho bullion ;
of Bernalillo County ores with lime ganguo to neutralize
OfftaiaJ
hm4 City of Albuquerque.
ores In quartz fo as to avoid. If
posllde, melting barren fluxes; reasonf mm After
DliNtc.
able transport at Inn to market of bulUrprt Cltjr tn4 Owrty Circvltti.
lion, cheap fuel, and many smaller
Tk Urntt Dm Unlet ClrtiM.
considerations. Important In InfluencllrgMt N.rthant Arlronl Clmttl
ing commercial results.
The cost of smelting varies greatly
according to the character of the ore,
size of the furnace, arrangement, lo
cality, etc.
Smelting practically saves all the
gold, 95 jiff ''fn' "f the silver and 90
ror cent of the lead or copper.
Illnst furnace slags do not usuftllT
of 1
contala more than three-fourthper cent of had or copper and one-halounce of silver to the ton.
The type of slag to make the percentage of valuable metals contained
therein Is more of a commercial than
a metallurgical problem.
Not an unimportant advantage of
smelting Is that all ores In proper
can be treated by this
Smeltlng to Silver-Lea- d
Bui combination
process. To conduct tho process sucability
cessfully, high metallurgical
Hon To Copper-Matte- .
and experience are required, for it Is
much more, complicated than other
Compromise Smelting.
metallurgical processes, such as auial
ganiatiuu. leaching, etc.
To melt or fuse for the purpose of
separating the nxtal or its sulphur
OFFICIAL MITERS
compound from Its gangue Is ca'led
smelting. R consists in subjecting
ores mixed with suitable fluxrs to the
Notary Public Appointed.
action of Intense heat, whereby th
Robert 11. Kerr, of I.as Vegas, San
materials become fluid, the gangut
of the ore combining with tlie fluxes Miguel county, has been appointed as
to form a usually worthless slag or a notaray public by Acting (Jovernor
scoria, while the valuable portions J. AW UaynoldH.
Postoffice Changed.
omblne together to form an lloy
The postoffice at Sanchez, San Mior matte, the separation taking place
while the materials are in the molten guel county. New Mexico, has been
ondition by difference la their speci- ( hanged from its recent site to a point
Cipriano Lujan
five miles northeast.
fic gravity.
Smelting is performed either in a Is the post master of the office.
Postoffice Discontinued.
blast furnace wheer the fuel (coke or
The postoffice at Epris. Guadalupe
eharcoal) is mixed with the ores and county,
Janu
fluxes, or In reverberator- - furnaces, ary 15. will ze discontinued
After that date mail goes to
wJjere it is burned in a separate firePuran.
box.
Postmaster Appointed.
reSmelting, as we will consider it.
Calistro Montoya has been appointlates to the treatment of gold, silver, ed postmaster at. Seboyeta, Valencia
. ctjnper
and lead ons in blast
county to succeed NadUso Francis,
and n U C'.'vered by the follow- resigned.
ing modifications,:
5i!!s to Secure Pensions.
bullion.
1. Smelting tt) silver-leaDelegate Andrews has introduced
in the bills granting increased pensions to
2. Smelting to copper-niattcase of copper sulphide, or to black the following people of New Mexico
copper should the ores be oxides and Julia l.ujan, Antonio Archuleta, Anna
carbonates.
M. Shout, Andrew J. Armstrong, Jose
3. Compromise smelting.
Chaves y Chavez, lxjuise Chavez dc
e
smelting.
4.
Archibeque, S. 1). Uingstreet, John J.
Tho processes are, in a measure, Stockton, Francis M. Shelton, Maria
separation
Igneous concentration, the
S. B. Sanches and Bitor Apodaca.
of the worthless gangue from tlve
valuable iportlon of the ore by oxidaTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
tion and reduction in the presence of Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
heat aided by suitable fluxes, and Tablets. Druggists refund money if
taking advantage of the difference; It fails to cure. E. V. GROVE'S
in specific gravity of the materials.
Signature Is on each box. 25c.
For smelting, we must have ores
'
or a mixture' of suitable composition,
ANITA, THE SINGING GIRL
nd for its successful operation a
snfficknt percentage of lead, copper
or Iroa pryrites must ibe present.
Ordinarily, for lead smelting the
The management of the Elks' opera
oharge should contain from 12 to 18 house takes great pleasure in anper cent of lead, and for matte smelt- nouncing tho appearance inthis city
ing not less than 15 per cent of matte for the first time, on Christmas, matinee and night, of that famous comedy
should be produced.
Largt smelting companies buy ores ,lmmn c.ntttln.1 "Anlla Tha Sini?ln
of all kinds, even those containing Girl." This play has met with enor
neither lead nor copper, afterward mous success in the east where the
combining them with copper or lead critics have been most profuse In
ores, as the case niay be, in such pro- their approval, not only of the play
good
portion as to traduce a charge con- itself but of the extraordinary
taining the proper amount of eoppc-cast, all eastern artists. Special seen'
ery and electrical effects help to
or lead.
Often ores to lie smelted are previ- make the production first class In
ously roasted in order to minimize, every respect. It Is a pretty story
and therefore concentrate as much pathetically told by that well known
author, Owen Davis; a marvel i:i
as possible the matter production.
In "pyritic" smelting no previous stage craft, replete with startling efroasting Is performed.
fects it appeals to every class of huThe slag produced in smelting con- manity.
sists, to the extent, of about 90 per Thi nlnv wns in the roof earden
vent, of silica, ferrous oxide and lime, of a well known Spanish settlement
the other 10 per cent being alumina. where Anita comes to sing for the
It will thus be seen that for smelting patrons of the place for money urged
not only a proper percentage of lead on by her Spanish cantor, Manuel
or copper must be present, but also Gomez, who thus makes her earn her
livingsilica, iron and lime.
She has bcn brought up in
KnlW.r thin h.r fnfher
her
Aa the metal or their compounds to
..,
kill him
tn
......
w I,..tie recovered usually have a quartz
"
in i- 'o vi out; n o.. ciiinm
cangue, limestone and iron ore are whenever she might find him. The
usually the fluxes required, and they story takes us through many 'interest-- I
should be found in a locality conven- Ing scent among them, the New York
ient to the smelter.
river dock scene, the handsome Tre-- i
The fuel used in blast furnaces Is nmnt Tuflimlnn &nr1 tha rnriA attic
ooke, charcoal, or a mixture of the where she nurses her father and yet
two. in amounts equal to about
does sot know him.
of the weight of the ore and
flaxes; in reverberatories wood, coal State of Ohio, City or Toledo,
l.uoas county. ss.
or oil Is used.
tniikes oath th:it he
J.
All ores of copper or lead can be Ih Frank
armor purtner of thn firm of F. J.
in the
bunlntn
smelted, and when they contain too fheney
dolnR
fo.,
of Tolwln. County and StHte afor-- ,
Sow a percentage of these metals to City
pay
sum
the
will
wild
tlrm
said,
and thut
he smelted directly, they can be of ONK
HLNIHK1 IH4LI.AKS for iach
cannot
every
smeltCatarrh
that
of
up
brought
and
cuhh
to the standard of
Catarrh
of Hall
be cured by tlie u
ing ores by previous concentration.
FHANK J. CHKNKV.
Cure.
any
containing
considerable
Ores
Hwnrn to before me nnd subscribed In
this l.tli aay or Uecemuer,
qaantity of sulphur should be previ- my prew-nreously roasted, as they will then re- A. l. lSMi.
A. W. OI.KAHON.
quire less iron flux and the capacity (Seal.)
Notary lubllc.
la taken Internally
correspondingCure
Hull's
Catarrh
of the furnace will be
on
blood and mudirectly
ucta
and
the
roastbe
ores
can
ly increased. Such
cous surfaces of the system. Send for
previous crushing, in teatimoiitals
ed without
free.
K. J. Clli;Ni:Y &. CO., I'rons..
bps, stalls or kilns, at small exToledo. ( lino.
pense; afti r which they can be satisfamily Pills lor roiiHtipa-tion- .
Hall's
Take
factorily smelted. The oxides and

WANTED I'laln cook, man or wo
man. for farm. Matthews' Ialry.
WANTED At once a competent girl
for general house work. Apply 616
Ke!ehr avenue
WANTEI- V- ilil for general house-Soutwork; small family. 1724
Edith street.
WANTED Oood woman hotel cook;
also a waitress. Apply to A. Winkler, Socorro, N. M.
o to P. B.
WANTED People to
Daniel for first class shoe repairing.
Oerner Railroad avenue and
Broadway.
WANTED :To do your electrical re- pairing of every kind, work: guaranteed. Heliance Electric Co., 208
West Gold avenue.
Help furnished and em
WANTED
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn'g Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
WANTED Your motors to fuHtaTT,
large or smaiu worn, guaranieou.
West
Reliance Electric Co., 208'
Gold avenue.
WANTED !ood room and board in a
private family, for gentleman and
wife.
Address "Hoarder." Citizen

purchases will
to

-

you, both in QUALITY
and PRICE if bought at

the

s

f

fur-nae-

Iron-matt-

r

Alvarado

Pharmacy

Kaaoooooao
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

$1.50 up
50c

Palnlew Extracting
ALL

WORK

fi
v" fU
f fl
w

$C

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

GUAR-

'

,

303

SOUTH FIRST

ST. COR. SILVER

AVENUE

of closing out the stason's
!'!;, uiel by
Owiag to (be ueresi-itvirtue of small rentals, we will ell our full line of GcntloHieu's an. I
Over
ui .
Indies' furnifhings at puces beneath those of the
hpeclul
Liteat
jackets
extra
coats and Ladies' mils nsd

Facilities.

e

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

PORTERFIELD CO.
110

and

Solicits

West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Luna, Present; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier- - W
Johnson, . sst Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon r.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croiwell.

CARDS

Solomon

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bono.

F street

ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32
N. vv., Washington, D. C.
lands, patents, copyrights,
lefter patents, trade marks,
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,

DEPOSITORY

J

FOR THE ATCHISON. TQPEKA A SANTA FE RY.

Pensions,
caveats,
claims.
Albuquer

que, N. M. Office, First National
Hank building.
E. W. Dobso.i.
ATTOUNEY AT LAW. Office. Crom
well Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

DENTISTS.

NEW MEXICO

OmCERH AND DIRECTORS

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3. Harnette Building,
over O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
phono 238. Appointments made by
mall.
FHmiinH .1 A In.r n n Q
3(1K
Pnitrn;iH ovanna
fPfrha
Hours, :uq a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
5
n. in. to
n. m. ttnth nTinnea
in.
polntments made by mall.

Caahler
Assistant Cashier
Director

Depository for Atchison, Topcka

DR. D. E. WILSON

Dentist.
Rooms 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
Illiig., Cor.
Railroad avenue and
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. Office hours, 8 to 12 A. .!.; 1 to 9 P. M.
Colo. Phone, 129.
"PHYSICIANS.

President
Vice President

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Sanla Fe gallwsy Company

Qsaanz

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Drt. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 8. N. T. Armilo Bldtj.

ALBUQUERQUE,

.....

Tuberculosis
treated witn High- rrequeney Electrical Current and
Oermiclde. Treatments
given each
day from 8 a. m. to p. in.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Bofh 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

.
. . .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on 'lime Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts cj the Wor.'.

We Want Your

two-stor-

O. N.
D.

Banking Business

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

I'ntil March of this year,

McIK-rmoi- t

was a telegraph operator and a member of the Commtrdal Teleeranhors'
unon, Chicago local No. 1.
.Mcuermotis real start in politK-s

hilt

IIIIIiIm

HUH

f..tv ltXktith

a

1.

though he began whea Mayor Dunne
us eieeieu.
At mat lime ne was
chosen secretary of tlie 30lh Ward
t

11 11

iei n:.

tt.-ln-

1m

rlii-n- i

link

ruliii. ..iitl.

wl.w.l

ear, lu

that

war,!

wnere no natl been maKing friends ror
thirteen years while In the employ of
.veison ai orris & conipaay, in tnen
elee r:i ill ilitik i r1 in nl
When be was persuaded to make
tne run tor congress His menus an
came to bis support and be was ikhiiI
Hilled on the second ballot.
I

i

"I tlllll,. If, In. Ml.l.t I,. )l!ll

'

II

ii

l

t

w

LIIHII
I

hen nskeil iiliimt liis IllallS.

For iiisiiince

1

favor an

eight-hou-

I
diiy iiiiil an a:iti
turn law.
will hi it be ut llio. e w hose iillll.it lull
is in bunion fellow congressmen with
I
iiiueh su iiking.
have never madi
what iiiiKbt be eiilb'd a real speech
ili itite.id ii vote as my coa
but
siime dicutes and keep a clean rec
mil lor fhose who voleil to senu mi
to ibi- - canitoi.
favor rtvision of
lie tariff, especially u regard to neces
sarv eoiunuiilit ies, government owner
sliip of railroads aad Presideiil Roose
1

and inheritance ta
plans, hut
hardly expict to liavt
more than one man's share in theut
neeili'd reforms."
Mel let mm t is thirl) four yen s
ae. He was lioru in Gra-- d Rapids
Mich. He conies of g .oil Irish stud
' nse o:
is iiniileui a. id lias a quiet
humor.
He takes the honor of be
ing one of only two democratic con
glesMiien elected Ibis fall ill t'hicngi
quietly, as if realizing a -- ew am
Hi-- ,
wife am
great responsibility.
infant son will jccoinpauy bim t
vi li s

income

Wiisbingtiiii.

PRODUCTS

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
f

m

-

."

.

i

FOR" SAI.K

'lwillself

i

Ing rooiiiins housce In

Ii.."

M.

besHia

tb.

ily for

Positively clearing over
Realty, buildings, luiniiure,
te,. ai t;m s. or will
pay siime
woman
'Minu uiieaeunilieied
fair
alio u manage same. All'iiquerrati;
fUe.lunk com; any.
South Secoad

$'i,riiiu

--

-

reel.
FOR SAI.i: Hancn.
Tt. Kelley
and suns having sold all their stock
are now otTering their fine stock
ram h for sale. It is the best
ranch in the country. Has
i wo
food wtlls, one of them bas
w iuiuiill and surface tank.
Ii Is an
range Postoffice, Datil,
i'b'al
Sncoiro county, N. M. Ranch twenty miles west of Datil.
SI

c.

.OST.
.(1ST
(lull! locket and (bain. Finder
TREES
AND
SHADE
FRUIT
H urn
In St. Joseph's sanitarium
SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS
and receive reward.
KNOW
YOU
BUY OF SOME ONE
II
IN. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
iu want resulis in advertising.
tran Kvetiiuu Citizen want ad.
'
STREET.

Any person who desirfs to protest
against the allowance of said proof or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
why such wtof
inter'or dcpai-unshould not bo allowed will bo gives
an opportunity at the
time and place to crossexam-in- e
ilness
tlie
of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
Dial submitted by claimant.
MANTKL R. OTERO,
Register.
Sii'.ad hold, - claim No. 1621.

Oi04K4frC4K404K4KC4y4
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

187S.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER

SALE--Furniture-

.liotrll

hi

Wholesale Grocers

y

Deotmber 31 .My Wire's Family.
December 25 Aulta. The Singing
ijirl. Matinee and night.
January 1 The Marriage of Kilty.
Matinee and night.
January 28 Paul Gilmore, ia Yale.
February 1 King
Richard,
the
Third, by John Grfflth.
February 4 Hoyfs Comedy Company.
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
PGR SALfc.
February 0 Messenger Boy.
FOR SALE Good,' gentlo cow
70t
February 9 Creston Clarke.
South High street.
February 11 Julius
by
Caesar
'OR SALb Fine piano, nearly new diaries Hanford.
315 S. Third street.
14
March
Tho County Chairman.
FOR SALE A good span of "horses. This Is the banner performance of
surrey and harness. No. 523 East the season.
Railroad avenue.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
FOR SALE A Hue combination horse'
good for all puriHiseH. See F. F.
Department of the Interior. Unite-Trotter.
Slates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR
at a special
Nov. 27. 1906.
discount from now until the nd o?
Notice is hereby given that the
the year. Star Furniture Co., 214
claimant has filed noWc.it (Jold avenue.
tice of bia intent ioa to make final
l'"OR SA I. K Majority of. slock in es proof in support
of bis claim under
tablished iiiul fiaylng retail busi16 and 17 of the act of March
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes sx'tions
(L'6
3, lS'.n
8T.4). as umend: I
to leave city. Address No. 11 26, by the act ofStats.,
February
21, 1S93 (27
Daily Citizen.
Slals., 47U) nnd that said proof wi'I
FOR SALE OR "TRADK
Flftet'i"- - be made before Silvstro Mlruhal, V.
niiirii house No. 724 South Second S. Court Commissioner at San Rafae'.
freet for property in California. N. M . on January .', 1!MI7. viz: Matia
Wrile John Krick, 431 East Second Concho of l.aguna. N. M., for tj?
S' reel, i.mig Heaeii, California.
SK 14. Sec. ::,, T. in N , . 7 W. N.
FOR SALE Fourleen-roohouse, M. P M
furn sheil or unfurnished, electric
He names the following witneesea
Huhi. city water.
s. Third St. to prove bis actual continuous adMi'"
A
l
Seb.-- h.
verse possession of said tract for
FOR SAI.lv-- Hi iv .s i.iisnap, two twisty years next preceding the surlois close i;i. tbty are free and clear vey of the township, viz:
and will worth $ S tt but best offer
.loseciio Uass. of Seama, N. M.:
ovi r $HHI takes iliein, Alliunuerque William Pais'ino, of Casa Ulanca. N.
Junk Company, .loi! Souili Second M.; Martin Luther, of Cana ltlaaca,
N. M., Yamie H. Leeds, of Seama, N.
stei

'
DIRECTORS
Marron. Wm. Farr. J. H. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
Ii. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

T

Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at l.ommori & Matfenccl, C24 West
Titeras avenue.
FOR RENT
Nicely furnished rooms.
1 1.2 o to $1.00 per week; 25c to 50c
per night. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
Minneapolis
Tne
House, f.24 South Second
street
Albuquerque, N. M.

NURSERY

Every Article Guaranteed

DEPOSITS

have a great snap in a
ranch little cash needed; also
bargain in new brick residence, close in, on
Lowlands.

Now

house.

A six room
FOR KENT
brick
house, corner of

i

L ANGER'S STORE

SAYINGS

On Sixth Street

ft

1

...A- T-

ON

46-4-

)

With Every $5 Purchase

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassad

We Sold the Snap

A

pan in legislation aiming lo lighten
tiie worliinginau's burdens." said Mc--

Christmas Gift

INTEREST

Rooms 3 anc 4, Grant Bldg.
SIS West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenlnaa.

m

1

Cht-nne-

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.

Ststmahlp tickets to and from all
parts or the world.

Rt.iT.
five-room-

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

Special Correspondence.
modern. 018 North Sixth street.
Chicago, Dec. 20. leaving school FOR KENT Nicely iurnished rooms
at tlie age of twe:ve to take a job as
with board. 422 North Sixth street.
a messenger boy, .Times T. McD r
Mct-lKENT
furnished room;
mott has just been elected to con tUii
gentleman only. 723 West Copper
gress from the fourth Illinois district.
avenue.
FOR 41 EXT Three-roofurnished
BORDERS.
house, with bath, close in. No. 108 Commercial A. Club
Building. Black
John street.
and White Hearse. $5.
with
FOR RENT Furnished rooms,
ARCHITECTS.
board; terms reasonable. 415 South
Edith street.
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
FOR REN T Pu rnislied cottage fiats ; Building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both
very reasonable. Apply at liu Coal
hones.
avenue, east end of viaduct.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FOR RENT OR SALE
House at 202
North Kdith street. Inquire at Old
J. R. Farwell.
Town postoffice.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, nevly
NOTARY PUBLIC.
.
furnished rooms, with bath and
f
electric light. 51!) North Second
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
street.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
sunny
Gold
Hright,
avenue.
FOR RENT
rooms for
light liousekeping ; rent reasonable,
Inquire rear 524 West Railroad ave
COMING EVENTS
nue.

.,!

h

FOR
New

KENT

ALBUQUERQUE

ing.

KEY TO

FROM

1

-

company. 5U(! South Second street,
pays cash for magazines, old books
clothlug( harm ss, guns, revolvers.
watches, etc. We pay cash for any
thing sew or second hand. We buy
anything of value.
Fe
WANTED Teams The Santa
Gold & Copper Mining Co. wants
B. F. COPP.
teams for coal haul from I lagan
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes. All good team
making application will be given
work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintend
ent.
AGENTS WANTED.
mix
WANTED Agents, canvassers,
ers, peddlers, street men, solicitors
mail order people, etc., should buy
Kramer's Hook of Trade Secrets.
Regular price to but balance of last
edition is being sold for $1.25 as
long as tlwy last. Every person
REPRESENTATIVE FROM A CHI
who Is cut of employment can make
CAGO DISTRICT STARTED HIS
more out of this book than a person
in ordinary business can on a capi
CAREER AS A MESSENGER BOY
tal of ?10,000. Order quick. Sioux
FAVORS LEGISLATION THAT
Pub. Co., Sutherland, Iowa.
WILL HELP THE WORKINGMEN

-

one-sixt-

Furniture, Piano, Organs, Horsea,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE- RECEIPTS, as-- low as $10 and as high at
$200.
Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Tim: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrow-

On

office.
home
WAN T EI Com pa n ion ( U d
for gli'I over 14 years, who desires
Address. "Woman
to go to sclicol.
Staying Alone at Night," this office.
"Gent lenieu'o second-nau- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address mid
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
Bids Tor flit-- construction
WANTE1
of hotel building at Helen, N. M.
Plans can be seen at the office of
E. It. Cristy, architect, Albucjuer-qu- e,
N. M. The John Decker Company, Helen, N. M.
WANTED
Junk
The Albuquerque

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st.

mm 1

wsi

1908.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN

h

YOUR satisfactory

tr

i

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

METH

ODS OF SMEIT-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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EVENING CITIZEN.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
,
in the Southwest.

FARM AND
Q

RAILROAD

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALRUQUERQUE, K.

AVENUU.

M.

000XO0O0O00O00O0CO4O00
J.

C.

BALDRTDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, lcoug best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
UUlLDlNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MtX.

SHERjiAN-WILLIAM-

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

above-mention-

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

n-

THE
MOTT'S

PILLS

PENNYROYAL
Unit
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FOR BALE BY
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Mivt--- "
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til t .'i k.':in ami bul
nonu niiuilv fur tt.Hiit'ii t't'i.iii
ih. in. i iiiu- -t !. Ii ii in ht- t.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.

iikuUi.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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0
0
0
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OF NEW YORK

trv to buck the game" in the pres
ent condition of affairs. They hnd
decided to close up their houses, he
paid, rather than run the risk of hav
ing them closed by the ciisrrri attorney, and to leave the city themselves
rot ho- - than inko the rhsnce of being
forced to go before the grand jury
and tell their own story ana pemsiuiy
also be obliged to "peach on their
friends."

LAWLESS LIFE
Some Light Flashed Into the
Depths By Records In
the Courts.
ATTORNEY

JEROME

IS HOT

FOOT AFTER GAMBLERS

Death Ends Career Remarkable
In All the Annals of Human
Infatuation Ever Recorded.
Special Correspondence.
Nuw York, Dec. 20. Scaadal. that
mot prollflc of all news sources in
a great city, has furnished two Interest injr tonics of conversation for New- Yorkers during the. past week. This
time, as frequently Is the case, law
Milts have eerved as a medium to
bring the Htorles before the public.
In one of them a young married man
of the highest social connections is
Iielng called upon to 'ray $25,00(1 for
breach of promise. He is Theodore
Rooserelt Pell and the woman who
Alma
Miss
claims the damages
Roberta, of 28 West tilth street. Not
the least Interesting feature of this
case 1b the excited discussions as to
the idy' age. Mr. Pell declaring that
she is 35 or 40 years old while Mrs.
May, fcer Bister, with whom she lives.
put it at 25. "She is only 2d, said
a
Mrs. May, "has balv blue
wealth of golden hair and a figure
Acgraewftilly slender and girlisn."
cording to Mrs. May, Mr. Fell, who
by the way 1s only 23 years old him
self; was a frequent caller on Miss
Roberts, toward whom he always was
very affectionate. "It was love, love.
lovor and kiss, kiss, kiss all the time
lie was here until it made me sick."
said she. Mrs. May added that it was
ii long time 'before her sister learned
that Mr. Poll was married. Mr. Pell's
wife in a daughter of Edwin S. Cramp,
firm,
of the celebrated
of I'feiladelphia. Mr. Cramp believes
innocence
entirely in his
and has given out a statement ia
has
which he says: "My
told me everything, and I believe him
absolutely. We will fight this woman
to the end. We will spend thousands
for defense but we will sot give her
a ceat." If a trial in open court is
ever reached in this case it probably
will L the sensation of the day.
1

ey-ts- .

ship-buildin- g

son-in-la-

O- --

Wants Her $10,000 Necklace.
The other case does not include
iinyoae in aociety. Mrs. Helea Dwene
of Mnphis, seeks to recover a neck
lace valued at $10,000 from Adolph
.1. Davis, a wealthy mining speculator,
who, efae claims, obtained it from her
on Che pretence that hu wished to sell
it. for her.
He claims that he was engaged to
married to her; that he
gave fcer $8,000 to buy a trousseau
and that later he decided not to marry
her aad demanded his $8,000 which
lie 414 not get. Thereupon he took
the neokhice, he said, as indemnification. The novel law points raised
are yet to Iks decided, but some of trie
incdentg bo far brought out are highly interesting.
It appears that Davis
first met Mrs. Dwelle at Saratoga.
He was smitten at once, followed her
to New York and was extremely ardent in liia attentions until lie had
agrrxl to marry her. At the first
hearing, Mrs. Dwelle testified that all
i ho tkaio Davis was courting her she
lived tut various ihotels with another
man. She held, however, that this
had nothing to do with her necklace
and that was what she wanted, she

ii

.said.

ltotk these cases show a side of
all
too prevalent. Nearly every day some
pliabe of the night life of that flashly,
gaudy part of the town shown as
"The Great White Way" develops into
open scandal, sometimes unprintable
even, unspeakable
in its details.
hotels in the aide
Thore are
htroeti of the tenderloin filled with
adventuresses and confidence women
of tho most dangerous type. They
live erpeosively,
dress elaborately,
wear beautiful jewels and often are
extremely handsome. Rich men are
the paino they stalk and when one is
karwd tie is made to pay dearly for
Many,
of courw,
his
part with largo sums of money rather than toave publicity given to their
episodes- and 1t is only comparatively
few that permit their stories to reach
the public print. That there are so
many of the "comparatvely few"
shows that tho numlier of those who
are caugJit lut who make o outcry
must be legou.
tins city life which is 'lieeoming

Jerome is After the Gamblers.
Tho reform movement continues
wiUh uijibated vigor.
Tho throat
made by District Aitorney J rome
that ho will resign his office unless
hn succeeds in closing every gambling
hoiiio in Manhattan island apparently
haa be'n taken seriously and already
lias borne fruit. J'nipri. tors of gambling irfaceu swm to have decided that
ii will bo hardly worth while even
to niako any semblance of a fight and
scores of them .have not only c losed
their houtite, but have themselves
sought more congenial climes. They
undoubtedly will remain well outside
the county of New York, at least until after tho present activity has
and possibly until another and
less troublesome spirit occupies the
The
office of district attorney.
ubsenco from the city of many
of this gentry was disclosed when a
uunibor of subpoenas were Issued for
mea woll known in the tenderloin,
directing the-to appear lieforo the
Kraod Jury now in session to tell what
they know f gambling conditions in
tho city. Some of them came and
inquiry
wore subjected to a gnu-llin- j
'by tho district attorney and his
in the presence of the jury,
la uisoy cases, however, the process
aertera came back wi'h the information t'at tlu ' allies tunned were not
,
found. The fact that many of
them .had left the city for ;in i:idefl-ui- t
t.tay was enounced
by Kmil
an attorney who has a large
.
i lienttlo
among tho sporting
Kucns said the gamblers bad
decided that it is not worth while to
cub-hide- d

tem-iKirar-

i
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CATTLE MARKET
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Even Police Assist Attorney.
Able and valuable assistance is being given the district attorney by the
To those unfapolice department.
miliar with conditions in New Y'ork
this may not seem strange enough to New Mexico Stockers Bring
warrant comment. Hut It is. Seldom
Qual- S3 and $4.10--Bett9- r
ia the psst have these two branches
of government acted in harmony on
ity Sheep Arriving.
any question, no matter how trivial
or how important. If it chanced to
le a "district attorney Job" then the
forces of the district attorney's office Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Iec. 18. The cattle
might do It as liest they could with
out the assistance, and in some cases run last week was smaller than it has
wiui not a little interference from the been running recently, and contained
police department. And in the same a larger share of fed cattle from na
way the police were left to themselves tive territory, and fewer range cattle.
many Market grew stronger as the week
In
and their own resources
cases where the assistance of the dis- progressed and the close was firm,
trict attorney's men might have been and everything well cleaned up. Run
extremely
Not today is 13000 head, general market
valuable to them.
only has the police commissioner steady, cows, Blockers and feeders
turned over to District Attorney strong. Stockers and feeders re sell
Jerome all the evidence against ing at the best point or the season
gamblng places which had been sales of Colorado feeders since late
placed in his hands by Rev. Dr. Chas. last week ranging from 53.70 to $4.40,
H. I"arkhurst and the society for the and stockers at $3.50 to $4.25, Pan
Mexico
stockers
suppression of vice, but he also had handle and New
furnished Mr. Jerome with a complete $3.00 to $4.10. Not many beef cattle
range
have been Included
list of all suspected places which had from the
beec complied by the police depart- lately, prices $3.80 to $4.25. Colorado
cows
ment. Ho also has caused to be withmade new records last wek, bulk
drawn and assigned to other duty the at $2.90 to $3.fi0, many odd lots at
uniformed mea who for many months $3.75, and one shipment of 30 hrsd of
have Iteen stationed at the entrance ,841 pounds spayed heifers from Mont
of all suspected gambling houses, as rose ttt $4.5o. Tne latter was 50 cents
a result of this move the district at- 'higher than any Colorados have sold
torney will be enabled to Bend his 'at here this season previously. Pan
raiders directly against the suspected handle and New Mexico cows ranged
places, to gain entrance as possible from $2.40 to $3.25, and are nearly
patrons or to batter down doors and back to the high time three weeks ago.
force an entrance as the circum- Bulls sell at $2.25 to $3.00. calves $3.25
stances may demand. Policemen also to $4.00. Salts of Christmas beeves
are being utilized as process servers from native territory have been the
and they have succeeded in locating feature lately, at $6.50 to $7.50.
Sheep and lambs came in freely last
many much wanted men who had succeeded In eluding the representatives week, and averaged much better' qual
of the district atorney's office". Mem- ity than we have been getting. Th
bers of the health and fire depart- market was stronger each day up to
ments also have been sworn in by Mr. Thursday, when there was a break of
Jerome.
This is an entirely new 10 to 15 cents, which has not yet been
move and already it has caused con- fully recovered, although the tendsternation. Inspectors from the fire ency is firm today on the moderate
cr health departments must be ad- run of 4500 head. Fed western lambs
mitted Instantly to any house they sold at 7.35 to $7. CO today, medium
choose to visit to see that the fire lambs around $7.00, yearlings worth
regulations and health laws are being $5.75 to $6.t0, wethers $5.25 to $5.65,
observed. The fact that such a rep- ewes $4.75 to 5.35. Some Sua talis
resentative also may be a representa- Valley pea fed lambs sold Wednesday
tive of ithe district attorney and may before the break et 7.65 and Mexican
on his visit procure evidence which yearlings from same locality at $6.75.
would cause the conviction of the lambs from uininr also n't $7.65, and
proprietor of the house as a gambler ewes at $5.35.
or any other kind of a
makes no difference.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
What Went With Stewart Money.
A life whose record reads like a
romance of Dumas came to an end CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON.
the other day, when Sylvia Gerrlsh,
the one time beauty of tho Casino Territory of New Mexico,
stage, breathed Jier last in a bleak old
Office of the Secretary.
house in the upper outskirts of the
I, J. W. Raynolds, secretary of the
city. This woman, who fifteen years territory of New Mexico, do hereby
ago was known as "the girl with the certify that there was filed for recpoetical legs," ran through a million- ord in this office nt two o'clock p. m.,
aire's fortune, saw him die with prac- on the Fourteenth day of Decemlier,
tically his last dollar gone about a A. D. 190C.
year ago, and then began a hard fight ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF
to keep creditors from taking away
IVANHOE
GOLD MINES AND
from her the only property left her,
MILLS CONSOLIDATED.
the house in which she lived and died,
(No. 4652);
ended the struggle, alio was and also, that I have compared the
only 48 years old, but there was no following copy of tho same, with tho
trace of her beauty left.
Henry ti. original thereof now on fib . and deHilton, son of Judge Hilton, into clare it to lc a correct transcript
whoso hands had gone the great A. T. therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Stewart fortune, was the priuco who
Given under my hand
the great
sprinkled Sylvia Carrish's path with seal ef the te'rrilory of and
New Mfxico
gold, from the first time be saw her at the city of Santa Fe,
the capital,
in tho "Hrigauds" at the Casino, he on this 14th day of December, A. I).
forgot about all wife, family, busi- 1!M.
ness and friends. So rapidly did ho
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
run through money that it was only
Secretary of New Mexico.
a short time until there was a mortgage of $1,250,000 on the Stewart IVANHOE GOLD MINES & MILLS,
building, and from that time he flew
CONSOLIDATED.
along tho path to ruin. His family
did all in their power to take him
Certificate of Incorporation.
away from the woman; his young wife
We, the undersigned, in order to
died of a broken heart; his father's
health failed but he refused to give form a corporation for the purposes
up his infatuation.
His fidelity to the hereinafter stated, under a:id pursuant
woman for whom ho had given up the to the provisions ef an act eif the
world was in a way remarkable. Legislative Assembly of the territory
"An Act
When both had passed into middle of New Mexico, entitled:
age and the woman had lost all of the to regulate the formation and governfor mining,
physical loveliness that had made her ment ef reroraUons
a Broadway favorite, still Hilton was manufacturing, industrial and other
her devoted cavelier, and when his pursuits, approved March la, ;.". do
wife died he and Sylvia C.errish were hereby e'erttfy as fedlows:
I. The corporate name is Ivanhoe
married. Of all those who had been
at her side in the days of prosperity, Gold Mines and Mills, Consolidated.
II. The registered office of the
of all who had drunk Hilton's wine,
Is No. 117 West Gold avenue.
or basked In Sylvia Gerrish's favor,
none was with her at the last. Only Albuquerque, New Mexico, and The
one carriage followed her beiely to the Corjioration, Organization and Man
grave. Had she lived in Paris she agement company is designated as the
in charge
would be immortalized in a play, for statutory agt nt therein,
and upon whom process
into her life there was all that goes the'i-eoto make a modern tragedy of the half against the corporation may be served.
world of New Y'ork.
III. The objects for which the
is established are? primarily:
Doan's Regulets cure constipation,
teine the stomach, stimulate the liver, To carry on the business of niinlag,
converting,
promote digestion, and appetite and milling, concentrating.
easy passages of the bowels.
Ask smelting, treating, preparing for marbuying, selling,
your druggist for them. 25 cents a ket, manufacturng,
exchanging and eiiherwise .producing
box.
and dealing In gold, Bilver. e'oppcr,
A Citizen Want ad does the work lead, zinc, brass, iron, steel and In
all kinds o,f ores, metals and minerals,
and in t In- - products and
By
ef every kind and description'
and by whatever process the same
can be or may Tiereafter be produced
and generally and without Iniit hk to
amount:
To buy, sell, exchange,
Progressive Men and Women Consider leiisi acquire and ileal in lands,
mines, and minerals,
tights and
It a Means to National Temperance. claims,
and in the- - nlove' K'cifted
Wo have roccn'ly published a num- products and to conduct all business
ber of articles on tho fond value of appurtenant thereto.
beer, ami we believe th;it sooner or
As subsidiary tf and in connection
later beer will be
at Its true
worth, ms a fond
of Kplemliil with I ho foregoing from time to time,
tonic effect anil hitfh nourishing value. the corpeirat Ion may:
Noted men and vnnen of this country
Manufacture, purchase- or oth rwise
fire already ulivu to the situation and
l'HHldes Miss l'hnelie e'oiisintt and lr. acquire
goods, wares, merchandise,
JoHcph
of Northwestern Unie lass
versity, many others of note give their and personal property of every mortindorsement to beer as a nuuiid to na- and description, and hold, own.
tional temperance.
ef,
gage, sell or otherwise disHi,
Miss e.'ouslns,
a epiarter of a cen- trade, deal in and deal with
the
tury ihe most for
eminent woman
advocate n tho West, said in a same.
recent Interview: "There never will be
Acquire and undertake the goesl
a law that will compel
prohibition, and will, property, rights, franchises, conthe BPiislble thins for ttie Women's
t'hrlstiaii Temperance fniim to do Is tracts and assvts of every manner
to aid In the
of mild, and kind, and the liabilities of any
nourishing drinkssiilistitutioii
like I.e. r, which sel- person, firm, association or corporadom produce
A i rorei-tu-drunkenness.
army officer who nerved in th tion, either wheilly or In iart, and pay
Kent hwest, operated lanteciiN at three tor the same in cash, stock eir bonds
different posts. He made
the raiilecn of the corporation, or ejtherwl.se.
so ncceptahlj to the soldiers
who
Knter Into, make, perform and carfound beer satit-fyhitheir
dein it ..!.--.
ttiat he actually r:m
ry out contracts of every kind, and
it,,,lW ,in,.s
of the Burroundiim iieiKii,orliood out for any lawful purpose with any
ss."
tf toisin llcer
firm, association eir coreiration.
r..hst
mr.ts all the
for a mild, henlthful, refreshingdemands
IsMie bunds. deUnt ures or obligabeverage such as Miss Cousins m
ion, and at the
is made Of tile exclusive I'abst tiht-h- tions of tin eoriMrat
diy malt, clioi.est
hops and pure option of the corporation, to secure
Kipht-d.iwiter.
malt, w hi, n Is ti,,'. the same by mortgage, pit dge, deed
only perfect malt, gives 1'abst llcer of trust or othorw ise.
Its Ktipciior f..ed value and richness.
sell, assign,
Use,
Acquire, bold,
Siren;,' in fiourishm. nl the body requires, it Is refreshing and satisfying. lease, gran;, licenses in rispeet of,
I'erfeet in aue,
ami strer.ifth, mortgage, or otherwise lisise ef
nt sidutcly dean and emit linlnit
only
patent of the I'uited Stales or
per rent of alcohol,
thrco and one-haPat st Hi er Is the LI, .1 temp, ram u any foreign country, patent, intent
bcvvra(je.
ctu.r H o health. ul.
rights, licenses aat privileges, inven
ix-at-

,
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Judgo Beer
Its True Worth
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tions. Improvements and processes,
trade-markand trade names, relating
to or useful In connection with any
business of tho corporation.
Hold, purchase or otherwise acquire, sell, assign, transfer, mortgage,
pledge er otherwise dispose of shares
ef the capital stock and bonds, debentures or other evidences of indebtedness created by other corporation or
corporations, and while the holder
thereof, exercise all the rights and
privileges of ownership, including tne
right to vote thereon.
Purchase, hold and
the
shares of Its capital stock. Its bonds
or other securities.
Renumerate any person or corporation for services rendered, or to be
rendered, in placing or assisting to
place or guaranteeing the placing or
underwriting of any of the shares ot
stock of the corporation, or any de
benture, bonds or other securities of
the corporation, or ia or about the
formation or promotion of the corporation, or in the conduct of its
business.
With a view to the working and
development, of the properties of tho
corporation, and to effectuate, directly or Indirectly, its objects and purposes, or any of them, the corporation
may, in the discreation of tho directors, from time to time, carry on any
lawful business, manufacturing or otherwise, to any xtent and ia any manner not unlawful.
The corporation may conduct business in the territory of New Mexico
and elsewhere, including any of me
states, territories, colonies or dependencies of the United States, the District of Columbia, and any and all
foreign countries, have one or more
offices therein, and therein to hold,
purchase, mortgage and convey real
and peTgonal property, except as and
when forbidden by loe'al laws.
The foregoing clauses shall be construed Ixtth as objects and powers, but
no recitation, expression or declaration of ere'rlfic er Bpeclal powers or
purposes herein enumerated shall be
rieemd to bt. exclusive; but It is
hereby expressly declared that all
other lawful ixtwers not Inconsistent
are hereby Included.
IV. The corporation is authtrized
to Issue capital stork to the extend
of two million five hundred thousand
dollars (l:5oo.0tHi) divided 4nto 2,500,-00shares of the par value of one
(1.00) dollar each.
V. The capital stock with which
the eoriMiration will commence business is auiheiri.ed by the incorporators as follows:
William T. McCrelght, 1000 shares,
$1,000; David S. Boucher, 750 shares,
$750; Miiton M. Dutcher, 125 shares,
$125; Krekel D. Wllbanks. 125 shares
2,000.
$125.
Total shares,
Total
amount sulseriled, $2,000.
The pestofIlcc address of each of
the 'incorporators Is 1 17 West Gold
avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
VI. The corporation shall keep at
its registered eifflce In this territory
In which the
the transfer books.
transfers of slock shall be registered,
and the steck books, which shall contain the names and addretes of the
stockheilders, and the number of
shares held by them respectively,
which shall at a41 times during the
usual hours for business be opea to
tho inspection of a stockholder in person with respect to his interest as
such stockholder, or for a purpose
germane to his status as such, upon
application in writing to the registered agmt of the corporation in charge
of such office and having the custody
of said books; but the registered
agent may refuse permission to any
stockholder to examine tho same (except as to the entries affecting the
shares owned by such steK'kholders),
unless End until satisfied that such
examination and the information to
be acquired thereby are for a legitimate purpese and not for a purpose
hostile to the interests ef the
or its individual stockholders,
and the determination of the registered agent shall be final, conclusive and
binding iion all
and all
persons claiming under such stockholders.
VII. In furtherance and :ir,t in limitation of the powers conferred by
statute, the board of directors are
expie-sslsuit hori.ed :
To Hold their mcel lags, lo have one
or more officers, and to keep the
IsKiks of tho corporation within or,
exceij t ts otherwise provided by the
statute, without tho territory of New
Mexicei, at such place's as may, from
time to time be designated by them.
To determine, freim timo to time,
whether, and if allowed, under what
conditions and regulations tho accounts and hooks of the e'orporatiou
shall U' open to the inspection of the
steK'khelders, and th
stockholders'
right in this respect
are and
or
be
limited acshall
restrcted
cordingly,
no
and
stockholder
shall have any right to Inspect
any account eir beieik eir document of
the corporation, cxe'opt as cemforred
by statute' or authorized by the board
of directors eir by a resolution eif the
steckhol(lere.
To make, alter, aim ml and rescind
of the corporatiem, lo fix,
the
determine from time to time and vary
the amount to be reserved us working
capital, to determine the time for the
declaration and payment
rnd the
amount of each dividend on the stoe'k,
to determine and direct the use and
disposition ef any surplus or net profits, and to authorze anil cause to be
exee'uted niortage-- and liens ujion the
real and persona) preipcity eif tho corporatiem, 'provided always that a majority of the whede beard concur
therein.
Pursuant to the affirmative vote of
the holders ef a majority eif thei steK-issued and outsatiiling. at a stee khejld-e'rs- '
neeliug iluly cetnvencd. to sell,
assign, transfer or
dispose?
of the properly, including the franchises eif the cnrSratioii as an entirety, prenldoil always t hat a majority
of the whole bemrd concur ttie're-iti- .
To apiKiint additional olllce-rof the
corperatloa, including "no eir more
vice preslelents, ene. er more assistant
trcasure-rs- ,
anil euie eir more assistant
secretaries; and, to the extent provided In tho by- - laws, the persons so
appeilnttd shall have and may exer-cls- all the powe-ref tho president,
eif the treasurer and eif the secretary
respectively, provided however, that
jrsidi'nts shall l, chescn
all vie-freim the directors.
Hy a
pissed by a majority eif the whole" board, under suitable
precision of the"
to designate
two r more eif thi'ir numlier to concommittee, which
stitute an
e'ointnltti'e- shall, for the time
as providi'd in said resolution, or in
have- and exe rcise! any eir
the
all the- powers eif the beiard eif elirei'-tots- ,
which may be lawfully
in the- manageme nt eif the- - business
and affairs e,f theand
(snail have powe r to authorize the seal
bof the corporation to - atfixeil to all
papers which may require it.
The board of eliivctors and the- - executiveeeiiniuittei- shall, except as
s
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otherwise provided by law, have pow
er to act la the following manner.
via.; a resolution in writing, signed
as affirmatively approved by all the
mem tiers or tne board of directors or
by all the members of the executive
or other committee, and thereafter
with original or with duplicated signatures Inserted In the recorded min
utes and properly dated, shall be
deemed to be action by such board
or such committee, as tho case may
be. to the extent therein expressed,
with the same force and effect as If
the same hnd been duly p&saed by
the same voto at a regularly convened meeting.
Subject to the foregoing provisions
my prescribe the numthe
ber of directors
to constitute a
quorum at their meeting, and such
number may be less thaa a majority
of the whole numlier.
All corporate powers shall he exercised by a board of nine directors
which shall be divided as equally is
may he Into five classes, one for one
year, two for two years, two for
three years, two for four years and
two for five years. The momber or
members of one class only shall retire each year eo that one-fiftof the
said board as aforesaid shall be chosen eacli year after the first clectloa.
The corporation reserves the right
to amend, change or repeal any pro
vision contained In this certificate In
the manner aow or hereafter prescribed hy statute for the amendment of
the certificate of incorporation.
In witness when-eof- ,
we have aero
unto set our hands and seals this
13th day or December, 1906.
(Slgnedl:
WM. T. McCREIGHT,
(I, S.)
DAVID 8. BOUCHER,
U 8.)
MII.TON M. DUTCHER. (L. S.)
KREKEJi D. WILBANKS, (U 8.)
Witness to the foregoing signatures:
TlfOS. K. D. M ADDISON.
Territory of New Mexico, )
(ss.
)
County of Bernalillo.
On this 13th day of December, A.
D. 10Of. bcrore me personally Appear
ed William T. McCrelght, David S.
Boucher, Milton
M.
Dutcher and
Krekel D. Wllbanks, to me known to
1h the persons descrbed In and who
executed the foregoing instrument,
and acknowledged that they executed
the same as their free act and deed.
In witness whereof. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my offlcal
seal the day and year first above
written.
THOS. K. D. M ADDISON,
(Notarial
Notary Public.

Our Work

mvmm

is right

are right

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

H

B

s

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

uti

. . . PUBLIHED

BY...

The Citizen Publishing Co.
I

Albuquerque, New Mexico

)

ENDORSED:

No. 4.652. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 5. pago 428.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
INVANHOE GOLD MINES AND
MILLS CONSOLIDATED.
Filed in tho office of the secretary
or New Me'xlco, December ii, 1906
at 2 p. m.
.!. W. RAYXOKDS,

Secretary

Compared O. to W.
Territory ef New Mexico.

)

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

(ss.
)
of Bernalillo.
The original of which this is a
copy wag filed for record on the 15th
day of Decemlicr, 190G, at 10 o'clock
Cemnty

a. ni.

Recorded In Vol. "B" Misc. of Rec
ords of said county, folio 141.
A. E. WALKER.
Recorder,

c

By IDA 1,. PIAJMMER,
Deputy Re'corder.

Praise of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy.
Tlirre is no other medicine manti
factured that has received so much
praise and so many expressions of
gratitudo
as Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy.
It Is effective, and prompt
relief follows its use. Grateful par
ents everywhere do not hesitate to
testify to its merits fer the benefit
of others. It is a certain cure for
croup and will prevent the attack it
given at the first appearance of the
disease. It Is especially adapted to
children lis It is pkasant to take and
Mr. K. A.
contains nothing lr.Jurlou.-iHumphreys, a well known resident
and clerk in the store of Mr. K. Ixick
of Alice. Capo Colony, South Africa,
liays: "I havo used Chamberlain's
Cough Kemoely to ward eiff croup and
colds In tny family. I fejunel it to be
vry sal isf.ictory and It gives rue
pleasure to recemmend it." For sale
by all druggists.
In

.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
M
M

r We

PROPOSALS
FOR WATER I'IPE,
ting-- .
Electrical Machinery, Building
AlhllQiierQUO,
Materlnla, et.-Mexico

N w

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL

O

1906

plainly markoel on
the outside of the scaled envelope,
Propesals for Water I'ipe, etc., and
addressed to the underslgaed at Ainu,
New Mexico, will bo received at tho Indian School until 2 o'clock
p. m. of January 5, 1907, for furnishing slid delivering to the school as
during the fiscal year ending
June 30. 11)07, about 38 tons of cast
iron water pipe, 8 fire hydrants and
tees, rrosse's, ells, valves, etc., one
direct.
connecter!
trinlex
uiitnn
power motor, one horizonto
tal centrifugal pump belted to Dhorse
power motor; also a quantity of brick,
lumber, builders' hardware, pig lead,
etc., as per full list and
Jiitu
at the
obtainable
schoeil. Bidders must state in their
hid tho proixjHi'd price of each ar- artlclo to lie offered under contract.
All articles so offereel to be subjevt to
rigid Inspection.
Tho right Is re-t reject any or all bids or any
part of any bit! If deemed for tho be'St
Interests eif the service. Each bid
must bo nccetmpaalcd by certified
check, or draft niade payable to the
order of tho cemmissituer of Indian
0 lie r cent of the
iiT.iirs for at
amount eif the proposal, which chock
or drift will lie forfe ited to the United
receiving an
State's in case a bidd'-award shall fall to execute promptly
a satisfactory contract in accordance
with his bill,
to bo returned
tn the bidder. Bids accompanied by
cash. In lieu of certified check, will
For further Innot be ceuisldeTetl.
formation apply to BURTON B. CUSTER. SU PERI NT EN 1K.NT.
The Albuquerque Junk company
f.oe; South Seicond street, pays
cash
for old furniture, old clothing, Iron,
brass, cei per, zinc rubber paper rags,
hottl'-setc. Ia fact all kinds of second hand gooels and junk. Send us
l.
Will call. Everything
has a
s,
value-- .
Old buildings, machinery,
wagons, etc., bought for highest

Have No Competition
In the Diamond Line

Fit

DroDoonls.

()
??v

GEMS
mJ.

On thm Market

can be seen in our show window marked out in plain figures,

que-rqu-

15 Per Cent Less

xl

than the regular jewelers can buy it at wholesale. Not a yellow diamond ia the house. We handle only perfect white diamonds and war
raate! as represented or your money refunded.

ROSEN FIELD

inn-kin-

Tht Man You Can Trust

t IB Railroad Avenue

L

For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of

r

A FFID A VITS

othe-rwis- o

1

ALSO DEALER IN

,

Pipes, Smoker's Articles

bug-gie--

ca.--li

price.

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no -- ther.

,

-

Our Prices

U)lut4
aiUitir.

lo4 i0

PrHtlU TMlMtet
fHttVANSCHlMiCJUCO.
CJftCUfUn,0
T" "1
iV.
C. 1. .
.f

HENRY
WESTERFELD
207 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

KREAM

M.

MEN AND WOMEN.
I bit J fur unnatural
diM bartfM.iofliftUitutkiioDa,
irritttiiubs or ul4iriiuu

bf inucuui DiwoibrftOM.
V.t,tm ki.el ant ..l.m.
gout or Doi..jOou.

4 J KrvirUU.
or not in pi at a wrtpper.
t'F viprM, prepaid, (of
uq.
ur iMJtUtf
PI
CircuUi pout ott

75.

ritMt.

MAUSARD MILLS are paying 1 t0
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE.
luo pouads feir geiod clean wheat. CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, EC0N0M-angive in exchange t5 pounds oflCAL.
EXCELLENT
FOR
OPEN
thu test fleiur for HO peiiiti la of wheat, GRATES, $6.00 PER TON. W. H.
H AH N & CO.
V. O. IS., Albuqiierri'ie.
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CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE
Publlhed Dally and
By The

EVENING CITIZEN,

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE POUR
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Citizen Publishing Company

ft. STRICKLE. R,

Prlont.

W. T, MeCRClGHT,

BiiRlnesi Manager.

PUNISH THE OFFENDER
The San Francisco Chronicle thinks the most certain way to prevent rebating anl other trust crime,
Is to make the employes of corporations afraid to
commit the crimes which they are hired to commit.
That paper says this can never be done by Imposing
lines on the employes, which tho employers pay.
"It can be speedily accomplished by punishing the
offcndinR agents as well as the corporations," says the
Chronicle. "There la no reason why they should not
be personally punished. The man who steals Is not
vxcusod by the fact that some Fagln employs him
by the month to steal what he can. He Is sent to Jail.
When an officer or employe of a corporation violates
the law In the Interest of the corporation he
should personally, although without excusing the
corporation, pay the penalty. Obviously nothing but
imprisonment will reach the official. Since this is perfectly obvious, the judge should have no discretion in
the matter. In the case of offending officials the Interstate commerce law prescribes fine, or imprisonment, or
The next session of congress should strike out
lmth.
Ihe alternative of the fine and leave the other penalty, as
it stands, imprisonment in a penitentiary not exceeding
two years. The corporation could, of course, continue
the salary of the convict during the period of his incarceration, but men, ns well as corporations, should be
marie to obey the law."

GOVERNOR'S REPORT
The Citizen has received by mail from Santa Ke a
report on New Mexico, for
the year ended June 30, 19(Ki, as made to the secretary of
the Interior and published by the government printing
office at Washington, D. C.
The report cotains 104 pages, exclusive of index, and
less extensive than its predecessors in the
somewhat
is
last several years. From the brief survey which alone
has been possible since the report came to hand, it would
seem that no material points have been sacrificed to
brevity.
The governor credits the territory with the most prosperous year in its history, every department of human
The
activity having experienced unusual prosperity.
report somewhat curtails the previously estimated population of the territory, putting it at 290.000 or 300,000.
It also puts the percentage of race distinctions f:ir 1904
and
at Spandsh descent 63.51 to 3.49 of Anglo-Saxoother origin, but It is stated that since 1904 the percentage has largely changed, the immigration to the territory
in the last two years having been large and chiefly Anglo-SaxoThe governor's report shows that imperative
need that the next census in this territory shall be some-thinelse than a haphazard guess, as the last census undeniably was.
The governor says that the sheep and wool industry
'is the most, important among the many which the territory knows, the number of sheep being put at 4,000,000
Lumber is another
head and their value at $14,000,000.
of the great industries of New Mexico, the manufactured
lumber for the year totalling nearly 120,000,000 feet. The
cattle industry, while a great one, was somewhat less in
AgricuUs prosperity than during the previous year.
lture shows great activity and a much greater variety of
crops. During the year there were in the territory 0,989
land entries, exclusive of coal, mineral, small holdings
Minand cashi entries, aggregating 1,273,795 acres.
ing was carried on in New Mexico long before it was
carried on in any other part of the United States, but
Other matprejudice has prevented large development.
ters of territorial Interest are covered with equal care
and particularity.
copy of Governor Hagennan's

not a Torrance county, one of the most rapidly growing
and developing parts of the territory. Neither Is the
groat Santa Fe's new line from Helen to Texico indicated
even as projected.
If the general government cannot keep up with New
Mexico's growth and development, would it not be a good
Idea for our territorial legislature to make an appropriation every two years for the purpose of having a correct
map of the territory printed by some reliable firm like
map makers? The cost of the work
the
could largely be recouped by sales of the maps, the same
put into the hands of the bureau of immigration.
Rand-McNall- y

ln-ln-

It has been well established at Washington that desertions from the army are on the increase; and these
desertions are larger, pro rata, among the white troops
than among the negroes. This should not be surprising.
The idleness of the army, during tlnuu of peace, is the
very perfection of happiness to the young negro, who
On the other hand,
had rather do nothing than work.
it is a very poor kind of white man, either native or for
eign, who cannot make much more money in ordinary
pursuits than he can make in the army. Then, too, the
wellnigh Impossibility of promotion from the ranks und
the studied display of the private's Inferiority to even
the most peity officer, galls any white man in this coun
try of the smallest degree of
The fact is
that a standing army in time of peace would seem to
le useless in this country, and in times of war, should
such ever come, the volunteer forces of officers and men
may be relied uixui for triumphant national defense.
New Mexican: Kl Paso, 1 e;is, according ' tli HI
Paso Herald, wants closer trade relations with New Mex
ico, which is natural, and expects New Mexico towns to
assist in creating a great rival in another commonwealth
It argtfes that other things being c(ual. New Mexico mer
chants should buy from Kl Paso wl,ol
houses in pri !'
erence to wholesale bouses at Kan.-;- i
'ity, Denver, or
w twk.
even farther away t nicago ami
There is
logic in this contention, hut why not cany ii a Mcp
farther and argue lor closer trade relations of New Mexico towns with each other? Retailers ought to lie able
to buy a cheaply from New Mexico wholesale houses
as they do from Kl Paso or Kansas City houses. If they
can not discrimination in freight rates against New Mexico towns is responsible and of hit" the way has been
opened for several methods of fighting disci iminalion of
that kind.

When lime gazes on his red laced lit . e biMthcr,
Willie must have a pretty poor opiui in of the family
doctor.
The fond mother now realizes thai Hercules never
as hard as comiucing her sou that
had a task one-hahe needs his overcoat.
lf

t

lie

President Hoosevelt says that because, California
hasn't the power to defesd herself against a foreign, foe,
therefore she should do no act that would provoke a
foreign foe to anger against, the nation.
That scents to us to be begging tho question. Has
a st.sto a right to mnnage Its own school system? Has
a state a right, to establish separate schools for natives
nsd foreigners? Has It a right to say that adult foreigners should not ro to school with tho children of citizens? If it has this right, It should exercise It, and the
nation should protect the state In carrying out Its policy.
There was a time) when Montana couldn't protect rner
cultivated farms from the Incursions of Indians.
this was so, it wasn't argued that tho people of
Montana must, share their farm lands with tho savages
as It. is now urged that San Francisco must share her
schools with barbarians. Instead, United States soldiers
were sent to protect the rights of the citizens.
Azd no state ought to be required to forego any
rigid that in justice should be hers, because, single handed, she might not be able to maintain it against a foreign
nation. If a majority of the people of the nation agree
with the president that California ought not be allowed
to regulate her own schools, because she might thereby offend a nation and have to call on the federal government for aid. then the majority of the people should
rule. Hut, on the other hand, If the majority believe
in backing up the state in the exercise of power over her
schools, then the president's position is untenable.
It may be that the Issue must ho submitted to the
people. The issue will be whether or not tho state has
any right whatsoever that the federal government Is
bound to respect.
We do not believe the Issue can be
made a republican issue. If .it can the republican putty
will be In serious daager of downfall.
It has been demonstrated that a state has not the
right of secession. The people have declared themselves
on that matter. Put every state In tho union is Jealous
of certain lights, that it. would resent flay Interference
In by the federal government.
Among these rights is
that relating to the management of the public schools.
We might, with profit, take a leaf from the Canadian
governmental book. Tho Canadian constitution was pre
pared in 18G7. Certain powers are given absolutely to
the federal government. Certain other powers are conferred Just as unqualifiedly upon the provinces. The
management of the public schools is one of these latter
rights. A revolution would be raised in Canada tomor
row if the federal government should attempt to Interfere in provinical matters. And are the Canadians
more advanced In government than we? Daily Optic.
o
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THE JAFFA o
o
Grocery Comp'y. o
o
o
o
o
"Good Things to Eat" o
o
o
your grocery
We
o
price and quality are
o
cannot afford to
any
buy
elsewhere.
want

iui-nes-

.

If

object, you

trade

In
We
CARLOADS and get the benefit
OF QUANTITY, PRICES and
CASH DISCOUNTS.

Prices

Notice These
Oats,
package
each, quality the
2 cans Corn
3

lbs.

2

best...

25c
15c

Best Ferndell Patent Flour,
per 100 lbs
2.50
2 cans Live Oak Brand
Fruit
25c
6 loaves Bread (when purchased at one time)..,. 25c
1

Butter..

lb. Meadow Gold

35c

These are just a few of our
prices. Call and get our prices
before you buy.

Just unpacked,

worse
a good

havin;;
digestion

Christmas Novelties
It matters not how many other Christmas remembrances a mn
i
may receive, It will never seem like a truly Christmas to
him unless you
New

is

a

Choice,

he

And

Ktent

a large line of

Christmas Candy

OurStock

in Fancy Boxes
Call and see our line.

Don't Forget Our Bakery

is full of good and useful

Our quality is the best and
the prices low.
Always a fresh supply of
FANCY CAKES,
FANCY PIES,
FANCY
WAFERS OF ALL

XMAS

KINDS,
LADY FINGERS,
MACAROONS,
CREAM PUFFS,
CHOCOLATE ECLAIRS, Etc.

PRESENTS
Ladies' Desks are popular. Easy Chairs, Sewing Tables, Morris
Chairs, etc.

Use Our Bread

Made In a clean bakery, from
Captain Hobsoit. the hero of the Meniniae Incident
the best of material.
at Santiago, has been talking again. This time he
says Japan is preparing to conquer the world. Such n
Try our Rye & 6rzham Bread
statement will cause as broad a smile in Tokio as in
Washington, London or Berlin. To conquer the world
is quite a big job, and it is getting to be a harder one
all the time. The world has not been conquered very
often, althoueh Napoleon, Alexander, Caesar and several
others, each with a powerful nation at his back, nude
fair progress In that direction.
"Good Things to Fat"
Even if Japan wished to conquer the world, which Is
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
inconceivable, it would meet various ol stacles which,
to put U gently, would be Impossible to overcome. The
THEY A1E RECEIVED.
army defeated
fact that the Mikado's
the Czar's badly organized forces that were 11,000 miles
from their own base of supplies was a big enough feat,
but it doesn't prove that he could turn the trick with
an American, German or British foe, let alone all of
them combined. To smash Kojestvensky's fleet as truly
1
a grand triumph for Togo; but is there anybody fo dish
nough to suppose that Japan could ever put enough
ships on the water to annihilate the navies of Kngland,
France, Germany and the United States?
It. takes money, among other things, to fight a great
war. That Japan hasn't got, and, by the very. nature
of her cramped territorial conditions, she can never
hope to get. It will not be possible for the Mikado to
build and maintain such a navy as that other island
power Great Britain possesses today. Besides, ninny
other countries are growing faster in material wealth
than Ja an. They are increasing their population as
rapidly.
Who is so foolish as to suppose that a Japanese with
$1 in his pocket is a match in war withten men with
fid in their pockets? That is a fair ratio of Japan's
"It tends V
people and wealth compared with the white races of the
with the foot"
world. The Japanese have a right to feel proud of their
victory over Kussia, for it saved their empire. There
The flexible sole Red Cross
may for this reason be a disposition on the part of some Shoe
is
a die from
Hut as a (he
of them to boast of their martial abilities.
start.
nation Japan cunnot be accused of entertaining any such
silly intentions us those ascribed to her by Captain Hob- The burning and
son. To march abreast of the other civilized people of caused
by stiiY soles and the
the globe, and not to conquer them, is very likely the
;vils
of
thin soles are prehighest ambition of the Land of the Rising Sun. Philadelphia Press.
sented by the Red Cross. I(

Our line of

Xmas China

Jaffa Grocery Co.

No

will please you also. Selected with
an eye for presents reasonable in

price aad yet most useful.

Anna
u.

3

.
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;nables a woman to be on hei
:eet for hours at a time with
Q
:omfort.
g A
stylish

The Rev. Melbourne P. Iloynton, of Chicago, says
lie doesn't
Udievo in giving of presents. In the gathering about the
tree and all the rest of t. He says: "One of the first
things Christ would abolish were lie to come to earth
would be the holiday Christmas."
Long ago we became used to attacks upon that other
r
day of youth the Fourth of uly. But this is
the first time 1hat anyone has had the temerity to attack the Vuletide. And us a departure from the usual
order of things it deserves consideration. Tho reasons
given by the reverend gentleman are that the business
world is compelled to work overtime, that many are
made miserable through their inability to discharge obli
growing out of the season, and thai the holidays
have come to be a burden ratl'cr tliuu a blessing.
tin- - true?
If yott, by any chance, are employed
in such a capacity that the onus of the Christmas rush
falls on your shoulders you know vjiat he means. He
means that standing luiu hours behind a counter, that
adding up long columns of extra accounts, that weary
work of devilering presents in tho face of the storm. It
is a trite old saying that every cloud has a silver
in;,', but bow about the Christ mas morning?
And
Do
Christmas dinn r?
And the Christmas vacation?
these not more than offset the labor entailed?
If we should ill get together this year and say "Now.
next year we won't have any Christmas at all we'll go
right along just the runic as usual and get rid of all
this fuss and bother," it might l,e a relief. And again
il
might le that there would be an awful void just
anont the end of the year. There wouldn't be any hanging up of stockings. There wouldn't be any family re
unions.
Then- - would he no break in the monotony of
cheerless winter. If there be disadvantages they are of
our own making.
of doing away with the Christmas tree t.nd Santa Clans and Charles Dickens' Christmas carol, what's the matter with making tho holidays
what they were really intended i,, be a season that is
truly one of "IVaee on eaitn, good will to men?"

that Christmas is a delusion and a snare,

shoe
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WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
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Sv- -

and $;j.co
Shoos,
$..oo and $3.50
Let us fit you,

Comedy-Melodram-

t

price.

irmr.

M.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE
PER TON
BEST

AMERICAN
PER TON

a

Full Scenic Equipment

LUMP
$6.50
BLOCK
$6.50

and Special Electrical Effects

Matinee Trices, 25c and ;oc

Xilit,
Srats

011

JOhll S. BeaVeil
FIRST STREET.

;n

suit- -

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

Im--

KREAM

1

1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

Boot and shoemaker. Custom work
.to order. Repairing a specialty. Prlcea
treasonable;
satisfaction guaranteed.
103

North First" Street

PIONEEB OAKERY
SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor
(Succccsor to Balling Bros.)

WEDDING
j

CAKES

A

SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and we guar- antee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
ELITE

THE
NEAR

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 113 West Silver Avenue.
O. E. GALLOWAY. Manager.

MUSIC LESSONS.
Prnf V IliMnurr, tho vtrtlimlef
Matsou'.s
Hook pives lessons on the violin and manat il o'clock
dolin. Guaranteed
to be the best
teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone desiring lessons address general delivery, city.

Thos. F. Keleher

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-Ia-

We do It rljitit. ROUGH DRY.
Co.
peilal

Association Offlea
Transactions
Cuaranteoo

soc, 75c and $1.

Store Monday, lice

LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$225 AND $275

502 SOUTH

The Singing Girl.

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

P. MATTEUCCI

,

One of the Best Offer- ings of the Season

WOOD
BIG

R.R.

;"ANITA9,I

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

We Keep It Up

south riRT

!

AND

ROSENFIEID'S,

First Time WV.st.Jof the Great

riifi'h

Many ol the
aimed papers of
speaking of the "liberality" of the corporations in increasDowie is reported to have lost his mind, i'heie wciy ing wages to meet inert as d demands of living; others
PIONEER BAKERY,
speak of il as the "generosity" of i,. employe, and
several lliousaand other Zioniles who lost iheijs tirst.
207
even yet others speak if the "gift" of such and such
With the new spelling one congress will stun to tea amounts to the workmen, meaning the increase of wages
Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK KREA!
BREAD and take no other.
which have been secured by the demands of the varithe president's message, and the next finish it.
ous unions. A more disgusting and contempt ible misuse
Toilet sets of all kinds. Ilcst i;ni.l
Buck to the training table t ill Christ mas.
of Inmniagu does not seem possible.
At Kuppe's.

i'WH
it;

111

TICKETS

Matinee and Night

$,3.50

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
the country are you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

1

iHiiiijiity.".

Special Christmas Hnjr .varment

X

Oxfords,

The Best Flour,
The Bet Labor,
iThe Best Methods,

;.......M.,..,MM..5
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Elks' Theatre

TUESDAY, DEC. 25

by using

PHONES

WIclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

S,

We keep the quality ol our bread
up to the highest. This is possible

w
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T, C. NEAO, Treasurer and Manager
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WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque
New Mexico
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Furniture, Rugs, Crockery and Glassware. :: Second & Copper
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$ PROPOSAL TO DO AWAY WITH
g
THE CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES
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4 lbs. good Coffee
.$1.00
2 cans New Mexico packed
Tomatoes
25c
Best Colorado Potatoes, per
100 lbs
1.65
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o
o
give him a tie.
o
Neckwear
alwnyg an Important and an almost Indispensable
part of
o
man'i Christmas.
o
o
Otit Christmas Neckwear
o
o
o
We're showing the finest Neckwear productions of the nest Makers.
o
exclusive styles, thnt you'll not
o
able to
la other stores.
our
We
o
selected
Holiday
Neckwear with
enre and have the sort
o
a man delights to wear.
o
o
We've every correct
and coloring.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o Special Japanese Lounging Robes oo
o
o
o
o
Special Prices
o
o
o
o
o SHOES RfH.
o
RfiJb SEIDELL
o
o
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NEED OF NEW MAP
The New Mexican, one day this week, criticised the
general government on its slowness in getting out
flcial reports, the statement having been made that the
report of the Mineral Resources of the United States for
The
1905 will be published in the early part of 1907.
strictures of the New Mexican were pointed and forceful.
Along the same line Is the fact that the report of the
governor of New Mexico to the secretary of the Interior
for the year ended June 30, 1906, contains a map of this
territory, the said map publishing to the world that we
have a Leonard Wood county, some years ago restored to
its old and historic name of Guadalupe, and that we have

It is still a question which is
plenty of money and a poor digestion.
and no money.
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5 PLAIN CONSIDERATION OF
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GOOD LOCAL VIEW OF JAPS
IN STATE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

X

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
it the place to get
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.

c.

408 W. Railroad Avonut
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE,

WAL

Agents fiir the Columbia, Rambler,
leveland, Tribune and Crescent
Bicycles.
K. S. HOPPING,
321 Soutlj Second.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

20,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

TELEGRAPHIC

HUMAN INTEREST FACTS
THAT READ LIKE F

Following market letter and quota-- 1
by F. J. Graf & Co..
Correspondents for l,ogan & Bryan,
over their private wires:

It'll

NEW YORK STOCKS.

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison
Anaconda

Story of Harry Baldwin, Aeronaut,Whose
Mother Lies Prostrated in Hospital
Over Son's Absence.
CHAPTER

A

FROM

WITH

LIFE

REAL

A

SERIN

B. &
B. R.

T
Colorado Fuel
Canadian Pacific
Erie common
Ivoulsvllle
nd Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
National Lead
Ontario and Western
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Reading common
Rock Island common
St. Paul
St. Paul Rites
Southern Railway
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific common
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Mrs. Herrick Mourns Son Whom She Mas Not Seen in Seven
Years Message: "Your Mother Died More This Morning."
Later One From Sister: "Mamma Is Not Dead.
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Just Like Cut
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Your choice either in golden
oak or weathered oak finish.
Many similar snaps for economical buyers 'all through
our store. m

MEXICAN
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M.

Made Fresh Every Day.
Call
and ask to see our special boxes.
They are winners.
POST CARDS, PILLOW TOPS

Sessions
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Good Music and no charge

SAM

1

Comelearly and get best selection.

30

and 7.30 to

.
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for Instruction.
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Albuquerque, S. M.

ENTIRE LINE OF TOYS
COST.
"H AWLEY ON THE
MY

AT
COR- -

& CO.
MATSOM
BARNETT BUILDING

Dont be in a
HURRY!

That we know will niett with your highest admiration.
Highly instructive
and interesting
just what you want vou'll find here.
1 1 X 1. w- all moderately priced, Many new games sliown for the first time
this season.

G

Before closing up your pack be sure
and call in the Vann Jewelry company's Store. You will find Just what
you need to finish up with; Fine
Watches, Rings, Pins, Chains, Silverware, Cut Glass and China, and the
swellest line of Toilet and Manicure
Sets you ever saw. They are all new
goods, too, Just In; so

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens

suitable gift for any man. Nothing is more useful and practical
We show them in a great variety from
A

S2 to $15.00
Wonderland of Toys

'

Bring the children to see our great stock, they'll solve the question
as to what to get every want we can supply from the inexpensive
to the very best grades of imported toys, mechanical or otherwise.

..

DO NOT FORGET

Leather Goods of Quality

u

This department this season has had our best attention
Every
article we show we guarantee to be the best possible value for the
I rice asked.

New Things In

I

Christmas

j

JEWELRY

Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

1

1

five-yea-

111

0pf

We Lead in the

mskss the
duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

All Sizes, All Prices,

V .X XBROKER
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DIAMOND

1

1
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Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

telephone preserves year

IN

YOUR

tM

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
T
--

vein

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

--

THE DIAMOND PALACE

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

Th

health, prolongs your life
protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

to suit all tastes, all purses

For Your Christmas Table

LEADING JEWELERS

telephone

Th

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. SfcH. 'LEADING
DRUGGISTS-- s--

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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The St. Elmo

-
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& Co.

Gold Ave.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

t

All our diamonds are left on loans and unredeemed,
enabling us to sell cheaper than our competitors can
buy. We get them at our own price, you get the
benefit.

j

1

Borradaile
W.

Diamond Business

I

i

or

Alvarado,

toj.-ewin-

11

MILIKEN, President.

vie wa

I
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XMAS
Souvenir Crockery

THE QUALITY THAT
WEARS.
AT THE LOWEST PRICES

'

i

W.

WATCHES
SILVERWARE

RICH CUT GLASS

rea--wa- s

!"

Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico

WE SELL

'

ISt.S;VE lael

of the Albuquerque Business College

205 Railroad Avenue.
DIAMONDS

rti

DAV ANI) NIGHT SCHOOL

JEWELER

i

uure

All those purchasinf a scholarship in any of our day course between now and January 1. 1907, will receive a 10 per cent discount
from Ihe regular price'. Rater at once. We can secure you a position
when ready for it.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING. TYPEWRITING ENG- LISH AND SPANISH.

W: MORRIS

'!

PER CENT DISCOUNT
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CO.

INVESTIGATE!
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VANfjEVELRY

THE

Card Cases. Art Goods, Pillow Tops, Hand Bags. Wallets, Purses,
Hang Bag Sets, Hangers, Book Covers, etc.

I

!

Claus

A CHRISTMAS SHOWING

j'

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Chinese. Japanese, Indian and

DRAWN WORK

P. Schutt

C.

Cl ;'

-'

to 12. 2.30 to

10

.

215 $. Second
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For Tabourette.

Regular Price $1.00

Albuquer-

Christmas Candy
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Only $.50

Rtnd.r a Vwsl Selection
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que ever saw, at Miss I .nun
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Millinery Sale
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Insurance Co. for full particular, nt
men
their Inducements to energetic
,

t,

7

Mir?

MM

10

'

Couples Night at

Opera House Roller Rink

nf n..,.'
men are making 1200 a week. Why
can't you do It? Perhaps yon can if
you will try. We want a hustling rep
resentatlve In every town In New
Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy to
talk, easy to sell and honest In every
144'4 particular.
93
Occidental Life tnsuranre Co. of
2
New Mexico and Arizona, home office
"3
Albuquerque. N. M.
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lip Ins an education
Suffering mental anuis'.i and tor- - refinement.
181
abit
is
and
evident
U.
that
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thought
from
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he
47
that
tared wltli the
104 4
sence had killed his mother whom he a family that is used to all the coin-ha- d U. S. S. pfd
31
not aeon in seven years and bad forts and most of the luxuries of life, Creene Con
Hit Father Wat An Artitt.
Cal. & Ariz
1fi4
heard from only indirectly for theHis father was an artist. He
past two years, Harry Raldwln, a toNorth Butte
18V4
13
who came here last fall shortly signed frescoes la the homes of the Nipisslng
fair,
New
in
territorial
wealthy
York
son
where
the
53 4
of
the
clone
Old Dominion
after the
.L & N. declared rtgulur dividend
this morning received the glad lid- - was liorn. He had amassed a small
ings that his mother was not dead, fortune, Harry Ualdwln said this today.
Reading declared regular dividend
The message was from his sister, morning. The fathtr's death -- was
Heart on common yesterday.
Flortuce Baldwin, who lives at l!ir7- tragic. He dropped dead.
Herwas
failure,"
Angeles.
Mrs.
diagnosis
the laconic
Pico street.
rick, their mother, was removed from the doctors made of his ailment,
Kansas City Livestock.
2657
to
the
Pico
The
street
Baldwin family removed to
the home at
City, Dec. 20. Cattle re
Kansas
Bald-frosuffering
Wisconsin,
hospital,
(ood Samaritan
the homo of Mrs.
ceipts 5.00O. Including 400 southerns.
'
j
Thurs-la.st
prostration
nervous
win's mother. They made frequent Market steady. Native steers $4.00
day. She Is In the Los Angefg Insti-- ! trips to Log Angeles for the benefit fi.60;
steers
3.0O5.25;
southern
following
now
nies- of his sister's health, and, at the ad- and the
tution
native
southern cows $2.(K)(fi 3.25;
sage sent by the absent sonVto his vice of physicians, removed to the cows
stock-er$2.00(?f
5.10;
and heifers
sister this morning will no doubt Angel City. Miss Baldwin has a weak
$3.00(Q'4.50;
bulls
and
feeders
cheer to his mother's heart:
heart and Harry declares his health $2.40 4.00; calves $3.0
westMiss Florence Baldwin, 2Ho7 Hco I is also jeopardized from the same ern steers $3.50(05.50; .mi.65;
cows
western
I ita Anc'lta fat
fit rout
cause.
Come as soon as possible. Don't let
It was in Los Angeles that Mrs. $2.254.00.
4,000
Sheep receipts
Market weak.
Rji.'dwln
was married
her give up.
the second Muttons $50u(g"5.75; lambs
$,i.2rf?i
HARRY.
time. This was five years after Har- 7.50; range wethers $4.50fi 0.40; fed
ry had left her to take up his
ewes $4.25 ft 5.25.
as an aeronaut.
"Your Mother Died This Morning."
Baldwin's career covers a period
story Is full of human interest.
The
Chicago Live Stock.
;
.f,U a
11..4
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,...tllUll
It Is full of many
Chicago, Dec. 2. Cattle ncolpts,
in nni.nlial- of seven years.
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hair breadth
a stepfather experiences and
circumstances in which
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liKe capes. Several times he has been I"
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.10; cows and heifers $l0ffi 5.15;
imminent danger of losing his life stoekers
fiction.
and feeders $2.40(fi4.50:
His last acci- Toxans $3.75tff 4.&0; westerns $3.90
"Your mother died this morning," and barely escaped.
Truckee,
at.
dent
California,
occurred
one,
telegram
Lauehart
from
read a
5.00; calves $5. 50 8.110.
which, Harry Baldwin received here last July wnere he sustained three
18.000
receipts
Sheep
Market
yesterday afternoon. Without funds broken ribs as the result of a fall in toady.
Sheep $3.755.60; lambs
to defray the expenses of a trip to his balloon which burst and carried $4.0ii(fj 7.7.".
ix)s Angeles the young man was al- - him to the ground before he could use
,
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most desiuo himself last nignt. since
Monty Market
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months
he has been unable
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percent; silver G9
make successrui ascensions, ms nisi
attempt at Traction l ark resulted in rise above the fretful circumstance
Metal Market.
serious damage to his balloon which of life and determine to be merry:
New York. Dec. 20. Copper strong
was iniured by fire. Since that time when evil thoughts and dark deeds
no
sympathy;
nnd
easy
the
chain
unchanged.
when
nothing.
The
he has been doing
Iead fififi.la.
money he h,ad earned in previous ' hat chafes lite world is relaxed;
Wool Market,
Louis
St.
when
hallowed
"peace
of
the
nearly
mantle
was
professional engagements
gone. With his balloon In bad repair on earth, good will to men" Is being' St. Louis, Dec. 2H. Wool steady;
and no way of getting to a place spread with tender touoh over all th unchanged.
rrrr.
where he might appear, his fortunes inni, he will renew his ties to the
DOnOVan-Llllle- .
irpntlu mnlhuv tihn numrc hlni
are at a low ebb.
Floyd W. Donovan, of the Santa Fe
However, Balawia had relatives
At 2 o'clock this afternoon. Bald- - shops, and Miss Minnie Lillie were
and friends back in Wisconsin, his win received a second
message from married last evening at the residence
mother's home. He telegraphed them his
of the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
sister which reads:
This morning he
for asaULanee.
"Conie by ail means; mamma is Prince Lillie, No. 1120 South Arno
to find money for him at the slowly
I
street. The ceremony look place at
sinking und
am all alone.
Western Union offices. He had plan7:30 o'clock and was performed by
FLORENCE,
ned to leave for Los Angeles this
Rev.
Ernest Crawford, minister of the
changed
his
mornjng. However, he
David
church.
Christian
Sterratt
mind. He determined to meet his
acted as best mau and Miss Pauline
mother's body here and accompany It GAIN, ALIAS "10UCK"
A number
Schneider as bridesmaid.
to Milwaukee, where he assured a re)f friends of both parties were in at
porter for The "Evening Citizen they
WIELDS PROLIFIC PEN tendance, among whom were several
j would undoubtedly ship it for burial.reof Mr. Donovan's fellow workmen of
When lie went to the office for
"
'
the Santa Fe, who enlivened the pro- plies to his telegrams for assistance
ceedings with s renades on circular
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AWAITING
GRAND
JURY
message
that his
he was handed the
not
saws and other instruments
ACTION
FOR
FORGING
J.
"W.
hastily
mother was not dead. He
usually Included
in musical cata- PATTERSON TO THREE'
' Scribbled a reply which was ImmeMigties,
An ample supper was provid
CHECKS.
diately clicked over the wires.
ed for the guests.
Mrs.
Mr. and
A Step Father Figures.
Henry Cain, alias H. .1. I.ouck. is Donovan will continue to reside in Al
Harry Baldwin has had a dull of prolific
wilh the pen. I.i;-;numerous buquerque, where their ixipnbirity
.' experience
about
in his journeying
other wrongdoers who have bothered among their many friends pivmises
.
the country as an aeronaut. He says tue police and merchants
not a littl' lo increase with the years.
l
he is 29 years old bill his smooth
has a penchant for copying signaj boyish face , makes him appear much he
THEPOWER OF CASH.
"A bum job he made of It,"
t.. ..IIn tures.
j
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charge
in
Judge
terrogatories regarding ihe Bal.lwin
OTHER KINDS IN PROPORTION.
(Crawford's court this morning.
family were rather guarded.
ALBUQUERQUE CASH GROCERY
pleaded
guilty
charge
Cain
to
the
Baldwin's attention was calb d to
315 MARBLE AVE.
forgery and was remanded to jail
a clipping from the Los Angeles Ex- of
Jury
to
await
grand
the
action
of
the
WHILE DOWN TOWN EVENINGS
aminer of last Friday. The story was In dt fault
of $r()0 bond.
a heart throb. It said Mrs. Herrick
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very
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appar
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Cain
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Mr.
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ARE SWELL AND THE PRICES
She had apparently
said
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he
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the
checks
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ARE RIGHT.
herself into a state of coma. At the
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ostensible
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jes talk
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of the Albuquerque police j Pressed the object of his visit.
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for
CENTS,
for
second
75
CENTS AND $1.00 EACH,
When he received the telegram
the ,lllr'l was for $20.30. He got THE BEST HOLLY, MISTLETOE
about his mother's death he declared. anJ
stronger as he waxed successful. The AND WREATHING.
"1 have not seen her In seven ye ars.
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I
ha ve no, heard from her directly
chas. Conroy, proprietor of the
wL
morning that Highland
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ro,;ery and Meat market.
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CO.
Mr. Patterson told Chief Mc., ,n,n
he replii i.
this morning in the presence of a reGOOD CLEAN ALFALFA. E. W.
"I heard from my mother frequentWe earned on porter for The Evening Citizen, that FEE, 602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
ly after I left her.
a correspondence, but since she mar- Cain culled at the stable a few days)
ago and inquired for a Sl.j Navajo
TIRED FEELING. Working that old
ried again I have only heard tnnn
g
IdauKit which lie claimed belonged
machine. What would be nicer
hi r indirect !v
r
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I
left home, not live."
in the stable," Mr. Patterson said.
The Wrong Baldwin.
Mr. Patterson attributes the misslie
"What worried my mother
d ing of several smaller articles from
a.
worst," he continued, wiien
his stable to the knavery of the man
about the circumstances which have who
forged his signature.
prostrated her, "is In r belief that
was the aeronaut who was killed in
Massachusetts several months ago, LADIES OF G.
J. A.
while he was making au asct usion.
who
had
It was another aeronaut
ELECT OFFICERS
used the name of Baldwin in hU professional capacity.
injuiies
"1 have received several
The ladies' auxiliary of the local
since i left her lo follow my profession hi ven years ago and from t
older of Brotherhood of Locomotive
Kngineeis. met yesterday at Odd Fel
she wrote me it w as evid-u- t
'hat this disturbed her peace of lows' hall and elected officers for t he
mind.
She aUas implored me to ensuing year, as follows:
give up the business
and follow
President Mrs. .1. H. Femur.
something Ise hut I have never dune
Vice Presidi nt Mrs. Kdward Fow
it.
Since tlie htoty aj peared in the i I's.
Insurance Secretary Mrs.
iiiwspapers about, the mni losing bis
life is Massachusetts, she has beard Butler.
Si cretaiy -- Mrs
nothing Iroin n.e and I believe she
II. L. Abel.
w.ih was under ihi- - impression ihat I
Treasurer Mrs. L. M. Deydler.
was dead."
Chaplain Mrs. Kd. Manning.
Despite his contact with the world,
C.uide Mrs. John Kued.
Sergeant Mrs. Samuel Livingston.
Baldwin has uiunistaki aide traces of
1

EVENING CITIZEN.
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JOSEPH
I 20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Win

as, Bran dies. Etc.
B

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

"Merry Christmas and Happy New Year"

Christmas
Cigars
y
-

r-

25 in a Box

i

imtmh

-

Kirster Bros., Manufacturers
503 South Second Street

I
B

H

RANCHER

THE CHRISTMAS

FOHOVEIER

j

$10.-00- 0

With Him When All
Trace Is Lost.

und restoreFto public
afterwiihdrawn

PRESENT STORE

Report of Secretary Barnes
Shows Them to Have
Been Very Light.
l'vv

Miraculous Cure.
CATTLE ARK OFF 2.000
The following stntonvent by H. M.
Adams and wife, Henrietta, Pa., will
Interest parents and others. "A mirGcitlin Succeeds Tucker
aculous cure has taken place In our Inspector
home. Our child had eczema C years
In the Socorro
and was pronounced Incurable, when
District.
we read about Electric Ditters, and
concluded to try It. Before the second bottle was all talwn we noticed a
The npoit of Secretary William C.
change for the better, and after taking 7 bottles toe was completely Barnes of the territorial cattle na.il- cured." It's tip to date blood fhodl-cin- tary board, for the month of Noveni-ler- ,
and body building tonic. Guarwhich will be submitted at the
anteed. 50c and $1 00 at nil druggists.
meeting of that body In this city
Thursday, shows that the total inspec
FUNNY
tions of cattle were 27,556, as ngainst
29.357 In Octo1r; the Inspections of
horses were 1849 as against 3196 In
WRITE IN EDDY COUNTY October, and of JibK-- 1784 compared
with 4384 during the preceding montn.
There were 150 new brand applica
The cows that decamped during the tions as against 182 for October. The
blizzard are gradually trailing 'home. total expenses of the board for
Asa Christmas gathered and sold
were $2,097 as against
his calves the 1st at $10.
for October.
Cub Roberts drove hs fat cows and
The shipments for the month were
to Midl?nd. When w't)i about 2.000 less cattle and 1.2O0 less
In forty miles of town, he was rmt horses than during October, but if
by Hurl Holloway, who offered him cars could have bein furnished the
$Mi for cows and $2.. for the steers. shipments would
undoubtedly have
The trade was no go and Hurl finished been far beyond the number reported.
the drive, selling the cows for $18 The heaviest shipments for the mouth
and the steers for $28. That come' as reported by Inspectors were as fol
from not bavin? a phone and being lows: Inspector Johnson. Iteming.
up on the market .prices.
cattle: Inspector Kennan, Ias
It Is to he hoped we will have a Vegas. 4,2.14 ca'ttle; Inspector Gray.
telephone station here in the near Clayton, 3,071 cattle; Inspector Bal
future.
Mc- lard. Roswe'll, 3,028; Inspector
Kay Koberson has finished his line Quald, Tucunicarl.
Inspector
1,018;
from Midland to & nimoe. using posts Stone. Portales, 1,308.
all the way. The farmers down there
The horse shipments for the month
would not allow him to cross their were light. Inspector Kennan inspectland, but compelled him to go around ed 954 head in his district and Inevery four sections.
spector Ia'than at Carrlzozo 204 head.
That Is not the way of the lieople of
Inspector Tucker at Socorro resignIn
"Wooly
change
a
West" but
of
the
ed suddenly on December 1st, anil
a
will
bring
change
about
habitants
owing to the- immediate demand for a
of customs. Such customs are to be successor, to make Inspections, Indeplored.
spector Lew Gatiin, who has for the
Mr. liarker was badly injured in the past few months been doing field
side by a kick from a bronc. He Is work for the board west of Magda-lena- ,
at Monument under the care of Dr.
was directed to proceed to SoDearduff, and Is reported improving. corro and take up Tucker's
work.
Mrs. Medlln has been on the sick This hv did subject to the future aplist, threatened with pneumonia.
proval ef the board.
The loss of live stock during the
I. O. Carmlchael was then appoin-egreat storm was not so great as exon a strong petition to take Gat-lln'- s
pected. The sheep men were the sufplace. Mr. Carmlchael is to referers. Out of 200 fine merino goats ceive $35 a month from the board, a
Staton Jiros., lost 120. They bedded balance of $10 a month to be paid
them against the side of tlie house; him by the cattlemen of the country
the goats stacked one on top of the about Mngdalena.
other, smothering those beneath.
The calf stealing cases of the board
The children are eagerly looking against Mayberry and others came up
forward to the annual visit of Santa at the De'cemler term of court at SoClaus. Many letters have been Indit corro and Mayberry and three others
ed begging him to not overlook east have already licen Indicted by the
Eddy. New Mexican Sun.
grand Jury. "Inasmuch ts the attorneys for the defense propose to atCure for Sore Nipples.
tack the legality of the calf law
As soon as the child is done nurs passed by the last legislature," says
ing, apply Chamberlain's salve. Wipe Mr. Barnes In his report. "I deemed
it off with a soft cloth lefore allow It wise to have the board's attorney
ing the child to nurse. Many trained at the trials, which I have arranged
nurses usethls with the best results. with C. A. Spiess, who will see that
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by the board is fully represented
and
all druggists.
protected."
Owing to the delicate condition of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tho pass question Inspector Simpson,
Department of the Interior, United who succeeds Mr. Gray, lias been directed to take station at Clayton inStates Land Office.
stead of Folsom. Over Ihreefourths of
Santa Fe. N. M., Dec. 1ft, lftOti.
Notice- is hereby given that the fol the shipments from the district are
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no- made from Clayton and if the board
tice of his intention to make final has to pay fare for the men after Janproof in support of his claim under uary first, it was considered advis17 of the act
sections 10 m-of able to locah him there rather than
March 3, 1S91 (20 St.its.. 8T.4). as at Folsom.
"Reports from all over the counamended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats.. 470), mid that said try indicate thai the late storms were
proof will be made before the pro very severe on all kinds of live
bate clerk at l.os Lunas, N. M.. on stock," states the secretary. "Cattle
January 20, llo". viz: Mariana Chav- - ; specially have fallen off in flesh
tz de Otero, for the Small Holding very 'heavily during the last three
Claim No. 2547, situate in Sec. 20, T. weeks. And it seems to be the general Impression that the grass has
7 N . R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses lost Its strength owing to the great
amount of rain and wet snow that
to iprove his actual continuous
adverse posstssion of said tract for caught it only partially cured, up;
twenty years next preceding the sur hence tho coming winter may prove
a .very hard one on all kinds of live
vey of the township, viz:
stock."
Francisco A r agon y Baca, of
)
l,unaH, N. M.; Anlcoto Aragon,
.
A Western wonder.
Orona. Quirlno Samore, of
There's a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that's
N. M.
Any person who desires to protest twice ns big as last year. This won- against the allowance of said proof, dor is W. L. Hill, who from a weight
or who knows of any sulstantlal rea of 90 pounds ihaa grown to over 80.
son under tho laws and regulations He says: "I Buffered with a terrible
of tho Interior department why such cough, and doctors gave me up to die
proof should not bo allowed will be of consumintloa. I was reduced to 90
given an opportunity at the above pounds, when I began taking Dr.
mentioned tinio and place to cross King's New Discovery for consump
examine the witnesses of said claim- tion, coughs and colds. Now, after
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal taking 12 bottles, I have more than
doubled In weight and am completely
of that submitted by claimant.
cured." Only sure cough and cold
MANUEL K. OTERO.
cure. Guranteed by all druggists
Register.
DOc and $1.
Trial bottle free.
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
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In mort fcowM there is a room without
proper heating facilities to say nothing
of chilly hallways.
Even though the
heat of your stoves or furnace shouid be
inadequate to warm the whole house there
need not be one cold spot if you have a

1.000 000 ACRES
GIVEN TO PUBLIC ENTRY
I hi ran no, Colo.:
The local land of-

NEARLY

tele-pra-

from the department of the interior at Washington announcing
been
that all of the lands which hadDuran-gwithdrawn from entry In the
district under the orders of July
!!5, 190C, and all subsequent orders,
have toeen restored to settlement.
The order applies to all laads
which have teen or which may be
entered under all acts of congress,
except those relating to coal entries.
TJre order of withdrawal applied to
about a million acres in this section,
and the order of reinstatement applies to practically the same area.
Nearly all of the residents of
Colorado were impressed
with the Injustice of the withdrawal
orders. It is expected that the order
of restoration will greatly stimulate
the entry of land in this section.

o

south-wester-

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

n

ROCKEFELLER'S RIVAL
IN EXTENT OF WEALTH
Washington, D. C: Sweeping In
of
vestigation bv the government
coal and timber grabs in the f;r
went and charges of huge frauds and
irregularities freely made have served to draw attention again to the
lumber trust and its head, Frederick
Weyerhaeuser, said by many to be
A merle?
in
Che wealthiest man
worth more even that John D. Rockefeller.
Senator Kittredge of South Dakota
Said: "My information is to the ef
fect that by bis lunilier holdings and
interests he is the wealthiest citizen
of the republic. If an independent
operator undertakes to do business
in any section au effort is first made
to dissuade him from embarking in
the enterprise. Failing in this pur
ttose. ho will find it impossible to buy
or Bell lumber with any profit to him
self, and if he persists in disregard
ing Ove mandate of the trust people
fhoy proceed to go for him blood
raw.' "It has been estimated that at
the present rate at which timber Is
1e4ng taken from land in this country it will not 'be more than half a
contury before our land will be de
naded of forest products."
CRIPPLE CREEK'S TUNNEL
IS NOW FULLY ASSURED
Colorado Springs: The actual dig- King of the new drainage tunnel for
Oripplo Creek will begin lietween
January 1 and. 15, is the opinion ex
iircssod by Chairman S. 8. Bernard
fter the meeting of mino owners,
held in this city to take final action
On the iproject.
It was announced that $760,000 had
actually been subscribed by the mine
owners, which, with $200,000 practically pledged by the railroads, mills
and eme.ters. will bring the total u
to $9ti0,000 and the remaining $40,000
of the $1,000,000 fund will be raised
y 6mall subscriptions from a number of mining companies.

JXyJ
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There's nothing so good for a sore
throat as Dr. Thomas' Eeiectrlc Oil.
Cures It in a few hours. Relieves any

HOME
MADE ARTICLES. SUIT
AT
ABLE FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS.
M.
MRS.
C. WILSON'S. 224 WEST
GOLD AVENUE.

pain in any part.

Kinc of All Couah Medicines.
r
of
Md. 11 G. Case, a mail

Blow-Ou- t
for Horn.
John Horn
recently married a
Coshocton lady whose name we have
not learned. The boys gave them an
serenade last Monday even
ing.
V extend
congratulations.
New Philadelphia (O.) Democrat.

ca-rie-

Canton Center, Conn., who haa been
in the U. S. service for about sixteen
years, says: "Wo have tried many
cough medicines for croup, but Chamberlain's Cougn Remedy is king of a;:
and one to be relied upon every time
SEE OUR CHRISTMAS DECORA We also find It the best remedy to
TIONSHOLLY. MISTLETOE, PINE
ughs and colds giving certain re
ROPING, BELLS, WREATHS. ETC. sults and leaving no bad after
THE MONARCH GROCERY CO.
fects." For sale by all druggists.
old-tim-

FUEL AND IRON
PRESIDENT BUYS PROPERTY
Denver: Col. William E. Hughes
iia sold his magnificent residence at
the. corner of Sixteenth and Grant
J.
avenues
to President Frank
Ifcaruo of tho Colorado Fu & Iron
company. The deal was made by the
real estate firm of Lyons Ac Johnson
and the consideration was approximately $100.000 the largest amount
ia!d for a residmce property in Denver for some years. Mr. Heurne and
Ills family will occupy the residence
after Che first of the year.
The Hughes residence is known to
many Denver people us the Fletcher
place, it having been bulk by Donald
C. Fletcher when ho was a million
aire real estate man In Deuver. cor- It is located em the southwest
uer of Sixteenth and Grant and the
oroiKrtv includes ten bits. Both the
fOMidunce and stables are of red sand
mono, and among the attractions ot
are magnificent sun
tho iiiiom-rtlarge art gallery and prob
itarlors.
preteutou
Roman
ably the most
Itaths in the west. 'Hie place Is faid
$125,000
t Mr. Fletcher
U have
when new, and many improvements
have since ! n added.
COLORADO

tho stomach to perform its
devest ion. The perientae of
alcohol in jCooi Ik r is vxry small. f OOZ bier
Wiener
uct! K-- thy thirst ami refreshes instantly and nati:ra!!v. At
drink Wiener beer when
1 icy know that it is goou tor ttieiu.
n training.
tin.--

s
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ARRESTED
HORSE STEALING.
OUpt. Fred Foruotl, of the teriitor-ia- l
mounted police, received a
airvltir.g him of tho arrest of
(iallcgns. ut a point
.!.! Dailo
GalMouulainair and Ueleu.
FOR

s MiLWAUKfi:

WIENER
BEER

v uh'W'vi .i (lla'i Iters U pre.
it
Mull 'xl, niDi.llis
l'.:rc. r.urV)in n .iR-- hops
;u
matnrrcl in the
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VALDLATX Bnr.WINC CO., MILWAUKEE
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u
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FOR

SALE
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&

;
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C.J."' '
I
Cmpany, Albuquerque, New
-
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,ii.,ound household
Made of brass throughout

--

at ccr parlors, No.
d
West Railroad avenue. Is
to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre, corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicur- ng. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations are purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just ad
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage
Mrs. Bambini,

nre-pare-

O-.-

Mexico.

OPEN EVERY

NIGHT

Tho Kreatest of all newspapers

is
of
St. Louis. It has no equal or rival in
all the west sad ought to tie in the
hands of every reader of any Dally pa
per.
It costs, 'by mail, postage preSUNDAY,
paid DAILY INCLUDING
one year, $6.00; (i months, $3.00; 3
months, $1.50; DAILY WITHOUT
SUNDAY, one year, $4.00; 6 months,
3 months,
$2.00;
SUNDAY
$1.00;
EDITION
a big newspaper and magazine combined. 48 to 76 pages every
Sunday, one year, $2.00; 6 months,
$1.0u. A subscription for the GLOBE
DEMOCRAT, at these prices, is the
best possible newspaper Investment.
Send your order TODAY or write for
FREE SAMPLE COPY to Globe Printing Compaoy, St. Louis, Mo. See special "long time" campaign offer of the
"Twice-a-Week- "
issue of the
o
TWO YEARS FOR $1.25
Our ROUGH DRY wont don't have elsewhere in this paper.
to be washed over. Imperial Laun
New Cure for Epilepsy.
dry Co.
o
J. B. Waterman of Watertown. O.,
rural free delivery, writes: "My
daughter, afflicted for years with epi4
The Citizen Print Shop Is
4 where you can get the most for V lepsy, was cured by Dr. King's New
Life Piys. She bos not had an at4 your money. We print every- tack for over two years." Best tody
4 thing but greenbacks and post- 4 cleansers and life giving tonic pills on
4 age stamps. .Either phone.
earth. 25c at all druggists.
44
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M
E
A
Indian Trading Co.

COR, RAILROAD AYE. and FIRST ST.

OIL COMPANY

CONTINENTAL

the

DAILY

J.

GLOBB-DEMOCRA-

t

D. Bakln,

G. Qloml,

president

Chas. Mellnl, flocretary

Vice President.

O. Bachechi,

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

& GIOMI.

,i

J

WMOLEBALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wm

ktep vrythlng la Hook to outfit tho
most fastidious bar eompleto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Prewerles; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayers Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to msntlon.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best TOnerles,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect onr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Tries List,
Issued to dealers only.

GLOBE-DEMOCRA-

KKKt0OK
I

The xSimpleXife

ViCYtVfi

Is besF understood
bmeft vho avoid

The Elite Restaurant

IneVe&atioii of

New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Good Meals.
120 W. Silver Ave.
F. J. Gross, Prop.

DirlomsiXnd

"WsvrwillT
2

Foundry and

Albuquerque

R R. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lamber Cars;
Pnlleyt, Grade Ban, Babbit Metal; Colnmn and Iron

a

I
I

Building.

Y

n

T

n

4,M

maiitm

..rf

mM

III

Foundry east side at railroad traek.

affAaiMrv

m

ftnmnlmlt

AlmamT4,

m. m.

FOR EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
Designs in Table Lamps. Chandeliers,
Housa-Furnishing-

Shades and
Have your House Wired.

s.

ALL WORK OUARANTEEO
BO

BoM

Railroad Avonuo

W.

Pono

TWO. YEARS FOR $1.25
;
years
A complete history of two
1!07 and 1J0S. The entiro proceedings of all the
sessions of Congress to lie held during thoso two
years. Tho fight to a finish of the impending battle
against tho gigantic trusts and monnjxilies. Every detail of tho next national campaign, including all the
parly conventions and the final result of tho Presidential
In short, AT.T. Till'.
.lection of November, 100S.
N KWS OF ALL THE EARTH.
history-making-

The

Issue

Twice-a-VJe- ek

iiv"

aii

GAS

laaftti.
rreau
h

Mash B lectrical Supply Co- Latest
Electric

IP

Machine Works

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

OsK0SCSr
(Eighty-fiv- e

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Coscedtd today to ot the fcest is the world

ST. LOUIS

i

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...
xvHi'r.fesorsr music oo.

(Established 1882.)
Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in mualo
Grand Piano Sold on our new eaoy payfrom a talking machine to
ment plan.
116 South Second street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The World

is surprised at the way some folks
get rich. People censure individuals,
firms and corporations who obtain
wealth in an illegitimate manner. We
have bu'lt up our plumbing trade and
acquired our reputation in a legitimate way and will be pleased to be
favored with your contracts for any
kind of plumbing or tinning work.

J.

Of Tho

L. DELL & CO.,
West Silver Avenue.

122

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

uo big pajK'rs every week. Eight or more pages each
Tuesday atid Friday. The BEST NKWSPAPEK i
as a journal for TIIF.
United States.
IIO.MK.
Unrivalled as an exjonent of the principles
tho KKFU15LICAX party. Always bright, always
Write for
Ie;in. alwavs newsv, alwavs KKUAULE.
IKK SAMPLE copy or send OXK DOLLAR for
BETTKll STILL, reONK YKAK'S subscription.
CiLOlIK
PRINTING CO.,
the
to
mit $1.25 TODAY
ST. LOUIS, MO., and secure this GREAT
PAPER TWO YEARS, under special
accepted
"I"iig time" campaign offer, which must
u ithin !J0 davs from date of (his pacr.

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8T0CK tfOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.

Pre-emine-

I"

In

v

i

JOSE GALLEGOS

tele-ym-

lulis

bier

It aids

es.

Made in

Globe-Democr- at

The Safe and Helpful Beverage
!(()!

any home.

More Buying Days Before Christmas!

and nickel plated. Equipped with latest improved
burner. Every lamp warranted. An ornament to any
room whether library, dining-rooparlor or bedroom. Write to nearest agency if not at your dealer's.

1

oIVh

liy

lamp.

1

s

Per-alta-

to

heaters and is an ornament

6

Gull-lemu-

4

two flnishes nickel and japan. Brass oil fount beautifully embossed. Holds four quarts of oil and burns
nine hours. Every heater warranted. If not at your
dealer's write nearest agency for descriptive circular.

No-vem-

d

Remember there are only

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

s

a
Rouviere,
Cyprien
louver:
wealthy ranchman, whoso homo Is at
Ma, Kan., tweaty miles west of Gunnison, has disappeared cither lu Denver or Kansas City, ajid the ToIice
of both places have been requested
to look for him. Rouviere had with
tiim, his friends believe, between IK.-(and $10,000. Ho had also also
Kevin carloads of cattle.
On l)eeem)er t he was scheduled
to leave Kansa.i City for Durango,
where he was expected two days
later to close a business deal.
Two of his sons, l.ouis and Frtd.
who also wn ranches at lola, are
trying to find whether he received the
money in a check or currency. They
fear that he has met with violence
tiy persons planning robbery,
Rouviere la a Frenchman, speaking but little English. He was well
known amonir Denver stockmen. He
is 65 years old, five feet eight inches
tall, and of etout build. He was temperate in his habits. For twenty
years he has owned the Subside
utocfc ranch of 60ft acres, wid dy
known because of the tine stork
raised on it.

Have You Been in Yet to Look Around?

It will heat a room in no time and will kiep it warm and cozy. Operlamp and perfectly safe. Wick cannot be turned
ated i easily as
too high 6r too low. Gives no smoke or smell because fitted
with unique smokeless device. Can be carried about,
which cannot be done with an ordinary stove. The
Perfection Oil Heater is superior to all other oil

liSslHEY

--

at Iurango has received a

LJ

e

Rockefeller Has Rival to Claim
of Richest American Handsome
Residence Bought In Denver.

1906.

!

1111-1-

A

Supposed to Have Had

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20,

j

IN COLORADO

fice

QMDMfNTQ
1 U
UIUUIA Ullll
1

Uo-nier- ..

-

DISAPPEARED

domain

QTlW

legos was cnplured hv Mounted OffV. Collier and Rafael
He was nrresled on a warrant
charging him with the theft of a team
of horses from William Shaffer, of;
Rt d Cloud, seven miles from Mountalnatr. In Torrance county. He was
taken to Kstancla. where he will be
Riven a preliminary lnwlng before
Justice of the Peace William Gregg.
Oallegos Is an exconvlct. and waa
released In 1 90. He was found jruil-t- y
of stealing sheep at that time and
served a sentence of three years in
the territorial penitentiary.
icers John
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TWO YEARS

FOR

$1.25

If you havo tried other tailors and
aro uot satisfied why not try us.
Wo know we can. please you, once
ymi git a suit of us you are sure to
ciuiio again, as our work Is all strictly
llrst elass.
Cleaning, pressing aud lepairlng
neatly done ou short notice.
If you want something right give us
a trial.

F. TOMFJ & BRO.
I

1

9.Rallroma Avnuo

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.
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PORTIERES

Vehicles
...AND ...

Harness
at Reduced
Price$.

Labor Saving Deves

Arehe Order

Comfort and Happiness
Go Hand in Hand
Buy your wife

roeker
a smile.

a

good comfortable
and she will gret you with

thin

A

of bfauty is

New Portieres will
home considerably.

J. D.

J.

EMMONS

The Furniture

Man.

forever.

unsnifn up fne

D. EMMONS
The Furniture

I

a Joy

OLD KRIS
says buy your wife norm thing useful
as well as ornamenial. .In This day of the day and the ladiiaie entitled
of commercial activity it Is proper
to buy something with commercial to the heaefit of the nprovemcnt.
value. Therefore, Krii makes a few Buy a combination com' and bod.
suggestions

from the large stock of

J. The

D.

EMMONS

1

J. D.

Furniture Man.
which he recommends to fastidious
purchasers.

Man.

appearance.
It is published at Chicago, and Mr. Albert MacRae is managing editor. As the Santa Fe system
employs nearly 5.1.0(10 men and women, wit a a monthly payroll of
the field for the magazine is
an important one. The tendency of
such publications is to Interest the
employes in the railroad and It Is one BEAUTIFUL GERALDINE FARRAR,
of the hopeful signs of the times
PET OF MUSIC LOVERS IN EURthat railroad officers are finding thnt
OPE, TELLS OF HER HAPPINESS
collective work can be made to beneBECAUSE SHE IS APPRECIATED
fit the property la a variety of ways.
Associations of offlcfrs and foremen
AT HOME.
have accomplished a great deal of
good work, quite as much by permitting a better acquaintance as by the .special Correspondence.
Forty Acres Bring $30,000. discussion of business matters. A I New York, Dec. 2d Artistic life
magazine which each month will go
has never been graced by
Probably Means
Future to each employe with a discussion of in America
the road's progress and of the eveats such a romantic figure as that, of
Growth ForTopeka Shops.t In which the reader Is Interested, beFarrar, the Yankee village
cause they affect him as an employe, girl who, In her 24th year, is today
should have the effect of bringing the
queen of the operatic season.
To provide as far as posHible fori employes closer to each other and to tho
Following
incompany.
her successful debut at
This
the
first
number
the future growth of the shops ami
yards here, the Santa Fe has pur-- j cludes aa article on the "Reconstruc- the Metropolitan opera house, New
chased the entire Farnswnrth farm,' tion of San Francisco," illustrations York is now aa madly excited over
which was recently sold to V. A. of the new Santa Fe balanced com- this precious prima donna as llerlin
Nelflwangor
associates, pounds of the l'rairie type, an article was mystified by her.
and his
The unparalelled story of Geraldine
who planned to cut it nip into su- on the organization of the Santa Fe
diagram, an Farrar's success dated from the little
burban tracts and sell these to shop, railway with a
"Salary
article
Its
on
Loan and
village of Melrose, seven miles from
tht
men, says the Topcka Capital. This
farm is a quarter .section of land, ex- - Evils," a department headed "Along lioston, where she was born.the only
gives
Trail,"
loc3l
the
which
railroad daughter of Sidney Farrar, a base
cept a strip through it which forms
part of the Santa Fe right of way. news and another headed "Amosg ball player, and his charming and amOurselves,"
gives
which
news of u bitious wife.
The Santa Fe desired to buy some of
In a handsome suite of rooms in the
this property, but did not feel like personal net ere for the principal division 'joints.
H;:tel
purchasing all of it.
the remarkable
Netherland
story of this American girl's successpurchased
Waen Mr. Nfiswauger
NIGHT
WATCHMAN
O'BRIEN
ful life adventure was jointly related
the Farnsworth tarni, for which he
FROZEN WHIL ON DUTY. by the prima donna and her mother.
paid $r(t.0iH). the Santa Fe had agreed
Cold
stiff
in
John
and
death,
r
acres of it from (
"When my daughter was no more
to buy twenty-foultrit'ii, night watchman at the smel-- i that one year of age," said Mrs. Farhim to be used for storage tracks.
was
Kl
ter.
Paso,
car
in
a
box
found
rar, 'vhe could carry a tune. When
Later the railroad decided to take the
near the slag pit. near which he was three she could sing in a beautifully
entire iroHrty and paid Mr.
. working, shortly after 8 o'clock Tues-- I
modified tone, like a child of ten. At
what he had mid for it, plus
day morning.
He was seen at 7 ten Mrs. J. H. Img took her In
a commission.
right.
and
to
o'clock
be
seemed
all
charge, and two years later she was
"The Santa Fe furnished the money
Mitchell was called and held singing with remarkable facility from
with which the syndicate bought the a Justice Inquest,
finding
formal
O'Urien
that
Italian operas. She had a high, clear
Farnsworth farm," said C. A. Morse,
to his death from heart failure. soprano voice.
chief engineer of the Santa Fe, yes- came
age
years
48
The
was
Deceased
of
"Willie she was studying in Boston
"The arrangement
terday afternoon.
had been working for the smelter Mme. Melba consented to pass judgat that time was that we should take and
for
some
no
time.
He
relatives
has
ment upon her voice.
twen1yfour acres ami they should pay
The verdict
ns back the moiiey we advanced them living at Kl l'aso, but has a brother was so favorable that we took bor o
conto
Antonio,
at
San
who
is
be
said
as they disposed of the land In small
Paris at once.
tracts. Then they decided in Chica- nected with a bank In that city. even"For eight years we have been
were
Wednesday
The
remains
go that sinif we had furnished the
abroad." continued Mrs. Farrar, "and
ing
shipped
San
to
burial.
Antonio
for
la that time Geraldine has most cermoaey for the land we might as well
an adventurous experihave the land, so we bought it all.
J. A. Housh, the Santa Fe engineer, tainly enjoyed
to
The tract is situated one mile east of who left yesterday
will ence. Ina Btrlin she was invited
Kansasa,
for
the Santa Fe shops. We decided that remain there with friends during the sing at house recital by a lady condiIt would be cheaper to buy the land holiday season.
nected with the royal court. The
now than to have it cut up into small
rector of the Koyal opera in Berlin
He
plots and sold. We will want more
Woman loves a clear, rosy complex- happened to attend this recital.
land there within n few years and we ion.
Burdock IJIood B'tters purifies came at once to my daughter and int care to pay for a lot of Imdo
the blood, clears the skin, restores vited her to sing, and she did with
provements that we must sell at a ruddy, sound I'ealth.
success.
sacrifice. We have no immediate use
"That was the real beginning. Gerfor so large a tract of land, but In
aldine was the first American girl to
railroading we have to look twenty-firslug under such auspices.
S90 ORE DISCOVERED ON
When we
years ahead and in so doing we
left Berlin there was a popular demcan see a time when all this land may
onstration and the compliment could
CONGRESS JUNCTION ROAD not bo mistaken. In St. Petersburg
be utilized by the road.
and It 3 1y it was the same."
"We intend to use about twenty
acres of it now in building the storGeraldine Farrar was described
O. I). M. Gaddis and John I. Spar-gage tracks.
by her mother as a healthy, normal
These tracks are badly
have struck it rich in copper and girl. She is without the slightest
needed and will be used to store all
the cars, engines, etc., waiting for re- gold, says the Mineral Wealth, King-- ; taint of affectation, truly modest and
pair. At. present these arc being man, Arizona. The find was made unassuming.
The pink of her fair
stored uixm tracks in the shop yards along the line of th? new railroad cheeks and her clear, sparkling eyes
and they take up too much room. In from Congress Junction. Six feet in tell of her health. Her beauty is
getting thim put there, we get them width of croppings agevage $!o peri glorified by a great mass of black
out of the way and yet have them ton in the red metal. The ledges are hair.
the
This young girl, who
where we can g"t them as they are wide and the ore shoots large and
high grade. They have located a medal of literature and art, bestowed
wanted.
high in by the king of Sweden; a brooch of
"I do not know Just what the rest group, oae of them
of the land will be needed for, but gold. John Bomhoff, Sam Withers diamonds presented by the kaiser,
it will all be used some time.
The land Albert Smith outfitted a pros-- 1 who, with the empress of Germany,
purchase of it is a part of our great pector early In the week and start- added many other gracious compliexpanelve scheme by which Topeka ed him off to locate them In on some ments to her skill and personality;
who has been tho honored guest of
is to be made the shop center for the of the good ground.
royalty all over Europe she has lost
Santa Fe.
Torturing eczema spreads its
nothing of the simple manners ac"Wo also purchased
two other
area every day.
Doan's Oint- quired in. the environment of the Yansmall tracts just teyond the FarnsThese ment nnlckly ebons Its spreading, in- kee village of her birth. She loves to
worth farm some time ago.
e
tract and stantiy relieves the itching, cures it laugh and talk of things that have
are the Hissette
permanently. At any drug store.
no bearing upon her work.
She In- the Joslin five acres.
"Wliat land we have no use for now
we will rent out for farming purposes.
I
don't supiwwo the rent we get will
pay interest on land costing ;123 an
acre, but it is better than paying
$l,0 apiece for bouses on the land,
,
and then having to sell them for $50.
which would be about what we would
if the land is u' up and B
have to
sold now."

SANTA FE

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr rir$t Strttt and Tfjara Avenue

Older is the first law of Heaven.
Have a place for everything
and
everything In its place. A writing
desk Is a good
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start.

WE FILL

J. D. EMMONS

EMMtNS

The Furniture

PRESCRIPTIONS

The Furniture Man.
Corner Coat Ave. and Second St.
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AN AGE LIMIT IN
RAILROADING
IS UNPOPULAR
It is gratifying, says the Hallway
Carm u s Journal, to bars that tlie

absurdity ( limiting the age at whim
a railway man is eligible for employ
nint is passing away more rapidly
than the promoters in such a nieiis-lire tmiertcd.
Already the principal roads in
America where itu- - experiment has
bepg. tried hive abandoned the regulation. The lioston ami Maine, the
Alten. the St. Paul and tn Hurling
ton are virtually ignoring the
regulation, and .guided by coui-inosense, are hiring men more with
a iw to their qualifications than to
the exact number of years which they
may have lived.
Experience and capability are the
real tests of a man's fitness for any
wiitic:j. and if a railway nfUVIiil
makes the mistake of hiring an in
compel' nt man th( re is no law com
pelling Uie company to continue to
Yeats iu themselves
employ him.
are no criterion.
Some men are old at 4i. Others are
you-jat t,i In any evtnt it is safe to
assaiii.- - that a lack of the suppleness
t youth is often mure than made up
lor by the wi'M experience 01 added
M i s.

V
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THF SANTA FE
The tir.--i Liiiniiei
of a mnir.bly
IllilUaille for tile elhpi.JVes ut tile
Kit a a Kv
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BEL EN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OP
N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF Til IC MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
AND FROM THE
LOS ANGELES.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUHLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
PURLIC
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING J16.000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ES.

'

TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
10 0 BARRELS DAILY;
LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE. DEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE ESTIMATED.
MILL. CAPACITY

tt0SO9CJ0jOOCCO0OmO9OO9O
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WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

j j j

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET

...

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
8TYLES ON THE MARKET Or
1

!

THE

LATEST

Is

lilt

"

.
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tf.u-

"

-

-

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

J. KORBER

'TSvIH

"viim

&

THIRD STREET

KILL the COUGH

Meat Market

CURE the LUNC8

AND

WITH

and 8alt Meat
Steam Sausage Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third 8 tree

All Klnda of Fresh

ling's

Dr.

Usw Oiscovery

W. E.

Prlei
60c !.$ 1.00
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Surest and Quickest Curs for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHSand

GEELAlDiNEk

rrrT

Fas EATS

WOOL

WiHiums' Jndlnn Pile
cure Itllncl,
and Kc til n?
I'llex. 1 1 ubsnrlis the tumors.
uluys the ittiiiiK
at en.'e, arta
is a rwmllii-n- . u'e4 Instant re
lief. Dr. WIlHuniVlnilliinl'ileOlnt.
input Inrireiiareil for IM!ciind Iu-hInir of tho privnio purls.
Kvory bo Is
v;irr:imri. jiv nruirifiMN, ny iimti on
of pre,.
rents inid if I. no. WILLIAMS
l. velmid. onn.
MHIUFACTURING CI.. 1'nipi.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

dtilges freely in outdoor exercise and
is an accomplished equestrienne and
a devoted pedestrian.
"It is lovely in America." she said.
"I have never knn.wn such happiness
as diil on the night or my debut In
New York.
"I find it. a b!l d tllcult to express
my feelings over what ;eop!
are
good enough to call my success.
I
1

T

thk

M.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha&
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liqrt
and Cigars. Place your order tm
this line with ns
NORTH THIRD 8TRJQT

feel that I have just begun.
It Is my
ambition to understand
everything
connected with the opera and thereby
work undeistandlngly."
Miss Farrar is under contract to
sing for three years In this country.
From $10,00D a year, the salary paid
INSURANCE.
REAL ESTATES-NOTA- RY
her in Germany, she now reeijves
PUBLIC.
$28,000, wheh Is more than $:HM for Room
i. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
each performance.
Automatic Telephone. 174.

7

BECKER HOTEL

B. A. SLEYSTER

PULLED

ice,

St

TOTI A OR MO I

e

yi

MAUGEtt

with Raaoe ft Mauper.
115 North First
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

10)81 E SIr.

l

CO.,

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

New Management, November

Opposite the Santa

I, 1906

re Depot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKN, N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

SHEEP OUT

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL

3TAT!fc

LOANS.

ARIZONA

DENTAL

BOARD

Charges of a sensa'lonal
nature
have bein preferred against the Territorial Board of Denial Examiners
as a result of the examlnaton
recently held
the board for the
benefit, of those deslrl:ig to secure
licenses to practice in Arizona, says
the Tombstone Prospector.
The action agaiast the board is led
by H. II. Wilson, a practicing dentist
of Phoenix, who has aildreRsed a let-- t
r to Governor Klbbey, In which he
sets forth the charges against the
board, and requests that an Invest
be made.
say that
who
Dealers
ihosn
have used Chamberlain's
Stomach
a 2d Liver Tablets are quite loyal to
them and can not be persuaded to
take any substitute. Get a free sample at any drug store, give them a
trial and you, too, will want them in
preference to any other. They euro
stomach troubles, biliousness and
Uu-tlo- a

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

OF SNOW

Automatic phone 461.

BY HORNS

Room 10, N. T. Armljo

J

Bulldla.

THE HIGHLAND LIVER

sheep herders who
The Mi'xrnn
died trying to stay with and save A.
J. Crawford's sheep were Kupemo
Chaves and Jesus Allinese. says the
New Mexican Sun.
Mr. Crawford
was much affected l.y the death of
his men whom he regarded as ttw
best he ever employed
and. good
friends as well as solwr reliable herders. Mr. Crawford says his loss Is
I.4011 shop, he having pulled :0t or
more out of the saow bank by at- tachlng rope to the necks and dragging them out at the horn of the COMING IN OUT
OF THE COLD
saddle. Nearly all (lulled out this
way lived.
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
house, but it Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If youra Is lackLong Tennessee Fight.
ing
in aay way, or If you are undeFor twenty years W. Iy. Ilawls of cided
ts the best system to InBells, Tenn., fought nasal catarrti. He stall Inwhat new
a
house and need Inforwrites: "The swelling and soreness mation that
Is trustworthy and valuinside my nose was fearful, till I able, let us know
your trouble.
began
applying Bucklen's
Arnica We are specialists of
for hot water, hot
Salve to tlie sore surface; this
the soreness and swelling to disap- air and steam heating.
pear, never to return. Best salve in
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
existence. 25c at all druggists.

liiisiS

BAMBROOK

BRO., Rropa.

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLB
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No, 112 John St

IllMilM

A. E. WALKER,
riRm

Secretaryinsurance:.
Mutual Building

tlon. Office
avenue.

at

117

iiiaeaa

Wect XaUraoS

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY.

SALE, FEED AND TRANI
FEB STABLES.

Horses and Mulea Bought and
changed.

ca-use-

a
u

203

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

two-pag-

e

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

ieeim of tlhe Opem iSeasoim
Ounce a Village Yanfeee Girl

BUYS

Ger-aldln- e

I- -

80ME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS,

ata

BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CUT!
Street, between Railroad aad
Copper Arena.

Second

.

COME

TO BELEN, N. Ill,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN

BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERBER,

oooaoo

eoomom

ooooomo909oooeoemom

A

Railway Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOIS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im-

OUR TRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

MONEY CASH.

TWO-THIRD-

D

REMAIN ON
SECURITY
FOR ONE
MAY

S

NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAI S AND TRIBES. Ir"
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CH'.)il'K.ST LuTS.

Sec'y.
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EIGHT

ALBUQUERCE

EVENING CITIZEN.

D"k of penfflre. All membfrs are
requested
attend this meeting as
Is to be
husiness i ItniKirtance
transacted. (. Caldwell, commander, w. W.il' l"nald, adjutant.
Singing Girl," which
"Anita,
apears a the Elks' opera house
Isadora Snunder. of Trlnidnd, wm Christmas iiiitlnee and night, has
situations and
on bimi more
In AHuquerque yesterday
intenseley exciting, yet laughable
nesa.
any other comedy
If you don't buy your CbrlHtman climaxes lit than
It Is
the road today.
presents pretty soon, you won t buy
well wortttnylody'8 time and money
them early.
production,
to see th! remarkable
Anona round I No. 1, I), of 1, will which hnt made a fortune for Its
hold a regular meeting tonight at
owners.
o'clock. Klertlon of officers.
K. (. Murtnon. (ton of K. (I. Ma
tnon, of l.iiKuna, wan one of the vi8
itors to this city yesterday.
The quail luis but ten days yet t
IN FIRST WARD
look out for the man with the Run
The seanon closes .liuumry 1.
.1.
M. Cox. the well known stock
COME AND LE T US HELP YOU ON THE CHRISTMAS GIFT
Among!'' exercises at the First
man, was in own yesterday from hi
PROPOSITION.
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL,
ward Kclnl building tomorrow will
PREPARATIONS
home at Put II, Soeorro county.
a ChnSnas play presented by the
FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE AND CAN TAKE A LOT OF TROUJamc l.ueuH. prominent in mining be
grl'- pupils of Miss Halihan.
fourth
BLE OFF YOUR HANDS. WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTcircles, came In from CcrrlHos yester
day ani 4s registered at the St urges. Hurgoma.-t- Characters.
MENT WE EVER CARRIED OF HOUSE SLIPPERS, DRESS SLIPArthur Rut ledge
W. T. McCrelght, business manager Little Gilieb
PERS AND SHOES.
l'slie Holdt
of the Evening Citizen, is confined to Jacob . .;
Alonzo Sharp
his home on West Ixad avenue H Fritz ..
Frank Brault
illness.
James Keough
Hans ..
Men's Shoes, tylish and reliable
$1.75 to $4.00
I
Diamantl Grande
M. P. Kelly, representing the South Servant
Men's Slipper, felt, vici kid or box calf
75 to 2.00
Edith Morning
western
Brewery & lee company Mother o(k)ttlieb
Women's Snoes, patent kid, vici kid or box calf
1.50 to 5.00
Vena Price
passenger
was a northbound
thl Hurgomaifr's Wife
Women's House Slippers, felt or leather
Evelyn La Pointe
Gretchen
morning.
60 to 1.50
Josephine Franco
Women's Dress Slippers and Oxfords
1,35 to 3.50
The '"Xmas War Cry" is among th Minna
Bernlce Strayer
splendid Christmas numbers of perl Katrina
Shoes for boys and girls
1,00 to 2.00
Mollle Severlne
come to thi IjouIso
which
have
odicais
Felt Slippers for children
60 to 1.00
Rest of Class
ChristmasCarolers
office.
Babies' Shoes and Moccasins
Act I.
25 to 1.25
V. I. Carpenter Is in the city from
Scene-tor- n
poor
In
German
Kstancia. Mr. Carpenter Is one ot
the prosperous sheep raisers of Tor house.
lUcltatior "The Holey Stocking"
ranee county.
HeBS-iRogers
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
J no
or
tne liurugarl are Recitatior
laaies
Shepherds
"While
requested to he at the meeting tomor
Marie Cook
Wlatche"
row afternoon at Odd Fellows hall
Chester Alexander
Wlicn purchased at C. M. BriguanVs Election of officers.
Recitatio-"Llttl- e
Saul"
grocery store, are sure to bring the
J. C. Spears, coal inspector for the
Act II.
right flavor to all dishes into which Santa Fe at Gallup, returned to the
burgomaster's
Scene loom
in
they enter. This is because we al- Carbon City last night, after a short house.
Recitatior-"T- he
Little Fir Tree"..
ways procure tne best manufactured. visit in the metropolis.
Vena Price
Stated communication of Temple
e find out first what brands are relodge No. 6. A. F. &. A. M., this even Recitatiof "Santa Clans Caught".
liable and personally guarantee them. tng, at ":30 o'clock. Election of off!
Arthur Rutledge
cers By order of the W. M. J. C IUitatio "Angel Voices"
Edna Farr
Ferger, secretary.
The regular meeting of the Mis Recitatioi "The Holly"
Bernice Richards
sionary society of the Congregations
Successor to
Reel t at io' "The Christ-Child- "
was
church
01
at
held
the
residence
F. F. TROTTER.
Leslie Holdt
Mrs. W. O. Hopping, 618 South Edith
Recitatioj "A Swedish ix'gend" ..
No. 118 and 12j South Second street. street, this afternoon.
Ludie Ketchuin
Miss Florence Owen, of Tucson
Act III.
who has been visiting among her
Scene-Roo- m
in poor
Germnn
friends here for several days, left house.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
Y.
T.
MAYNARD
yesterday for Helen, where she wll
spend a short time with her lister,
uur Kilt Slippers fur men and wo
Mrs. E. C. Zwelger.
men male ideal Christmas presents.
The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
toan do we, and anticipating a repetltioa of the gratifying patronage
The Woman's Home and Foreign They conbine comfort with dalnti
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
Missionary society of the Presbyter ness am are sure to be appreciated.
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, in
Ian
n
church
held their meeting We hav chem in either red or black,
to our usual lines ever known in this city. The goods are on
this afternoon nt 2:30, nt tho home and the cost in women's sizes 1.00,
display in our salesroom, South Second Street, and we cordially Invite
of Mrs. C. E. Vaughn, corner of Ooal and in uea s sizes si. 50.
your early inspection. Special attention paid to mail it quiries.
C MAY'S SHOE STORE.
avenue and Arno street.
Si 4 West Railroad Avenue.
Geo. H. Larnard, the music drnler,
Hickox-Maynaris enjoying a visit from his brother,
d
BetwK'i the hours of 3 o'clock In
Captain H. G. I.earnard, who arrived the afternoon
and 8 in the evening of
this
morning
Sail
from
Francisco
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
Saturday. Dec. 22.
of the
Tho captains company is stationed Presbyteran church thewillladles
sell home
at Vancouver hurraexs.
nd In Your Watehom tor Rmomlrm
cooking lh the parlors of the church.
wray H. WJnnHt, a druggist of
addition to bread, pie, plum pud
THE ARCH FRONT.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
Washington. Pa., hus come to Alliu ling and fruit cake, hot waffles with
querque to remain throughout the butler.
and coffee will be
winter, and probably longer.
Mr. served.
Wlnnett has a broken constitution
Give u your ROUGH DRY work.
which he thinks New Mexico ozone
Monday, and get it back Wednesday.
will
GO.
Itnporla.' Lundry Co.
H. C kocke, the well known en-- j
O
.
gineer, is in the city from Louisiana,
nm it comes tmo to buv your
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
where the Iantry-SharConstruction Christ nas dinner, lust step into the
company i building tho Gasper & Highland Grocery and Meat market.
Mr. Locko was Breryttiing there that you need.
tuisteren railway.
formerly employed on tho Santa Fo
FOR.
cut-ofMiss Laura M. Lutz,
IDS
South Second street, has for
Tho Woman's Home Missionary so
ciety of the First Methodist church sale a fino line of millinery goods, at
mot at the home of Mrs. Heed. 21ti ess man wholesale prices. .
West Silver avenue, this afternoon
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
SEE OUR LINE OF
ev. rnomas jiarwoou.
for many
years a missionary in Porto Hico, ail
A good blacksmith and a
wanted
dressed tho society.
helper, good pay. Also u lathe
man and a boiler maker. Collmru's
Paul Dalies, of Helen. Is registered
Employment Agency.
nt the Alvarado. Mr. Dalies arrived
f
from the
town this morning
A.MhU A waitress for restaur
accompanied by Mrs. Dulles and son
ant $:J0 per njonth; good room, and
Mrs.
and
Charles ltelnken, who lett
transportation. Colburn's
Employ
on train No. 2 for Ripon, Wis., where
metu Agency.
,
they will spend Christmas with their
mother.
THE MAZE.
The Store for Holiday Goods.
.John L. Cowan, the Pittsburg
inch metal doll bed. with led
writer and newspaper corres
clothes
65c
pondent, arrived in town yesterday
30c
from Santa Fe, with his wife and 7 Green and holly wreaths
ft-llioxes of
year-olcan
daughter. It is their expec
ities
30c
tation to remain in Albuquerque
FINE CHINA CUT GLASS
CHAFING DISHES
lb.
fancy box of
until spring, and to spend at least a
candy
year in Now Mexico.
45c
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
Cups and saucers, 10c to
65c
W.
A.
representing
the
Imbe.
SILVER PLATED WARE
Men s large white china eilk In
Hendrie Bolthoff Machinery company
itial handkerchiefs
50c
FOOD CHOPPERS
of Denver, is in tho city looking for Bisstll's carpet sweepers
FINE CUTLERY
$2.40
prospective buyers for his wares. Mr. Rocking horses
90c
Ijimbo formerly made this section of Wheel
barrows. 15c to
65c
the country for the Falrbank-MorsFancy baskets, 5c to
45c
company. He has Just recently re- Christmas
tree candles, box
lo
GO.
turned from a business trip to Scotallies' silk handkerchiefs. 10c to 25o
land.
Children's hoods. 25c to
,. .
75c
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
.adies' Unit thawls. 50c to
1.00
& Llndemann this afternoon sold to A. borders a. fine up- Children's knit leggins
25c
right piano of the famous Chlckering Handsome pillow shams
r,0c
our wife would anoreeiate a
Hrothers make.
The Instrument,
pair of lace curtain stretchers,
whlcn is an expensive affair, was inanil they only cost
THE
tended as a Christmas gift for the
$t.35
Remember. Christmas poultry will
Missts Borders but they divined Sanon mie Saturday, Dec. 22.
ta Claus's intestons and assisted In
tho selection of it. Publicity then will
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, Propr.
not spoil any surprise.
RAILROAD AVE.
A specal meeting of O. K. Warren
The Highland Grocery and Meat
Post No. 5, G. A. It., will be held to- market lias everv article necessary
Dlimonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cat Glass. Clocks, silverware, We Invite
morrow evening, December 21, at for your Christmas dinner. Go sio
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
7:30 o'clock at the residence of post If is hasn't.
commander on west Silver avenue,
Christmas Sale of Millinery
At Mis.s Laura M. l.utz's store, 208
.
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h.uiIi Second. A chance to get good
.j, .j, .j.
goods for little money.
IF ITS MCW YOU CAN FINO IT AT 122 S. 2d St.
TOYS!
TOYS!!
TOYS! I !
I AM COING
OUT OF THE TOY
USINf?SS AND WILL CLOSE OUT
MY ENTIRE LINE OF
TOYS AT
COST.
HAWLEY ON THE COR
NER."

Believe Us

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL.

j

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1906.
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We can save you money

NOW
In the purchase of a Piano

iiTTiEiiiF

For Christmas Gifts

.

be?

TODAY

Establishes

&

Lindemann,
206 W. (told Avcaae

1900

COAL

WOOD
Green Mill wood, per load..
Dry Mill wood, per load
Factory wood, per load

IV.

Pure LJnen
HANDKERCHIEFS,
All Initials,
30c, 6 for $1.50.

SMOKING JACKETS,
BATH ROBES,

FANCY HOSIERY,
A. H. S. A. M. SUIT,
KID GLOVES.

Handsome Silk
SUSPENDERS
in Gift Boxes,
$1.00 to $2.50.

Rest Quality
SLIPPERS,
Black or Tatl
n.50 and $2.25.

Special Prices Are Being Made This Week on
Oar Entire Stock of Boy's Suits, Overcoats,
Hats and Furnishings.

$2.25
2.75
3.00

H. HAHN &CO.

...SIMON STERN..

Both Phones.
DR. L. H. CHAMBERLAIN,

DENTIST.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

ROOM 2,

CROMWELL BLOCK.
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.'

JUST

TO REMIND YOU

it

Makes a Very Practical Present
No doubt many would appreciate a

SHOT GUN

A POCKET KNIFE-- Is

always acceptable
We have the celebrated "Diamond Edge" Cutlery
Decorated China and Nickel Plated Ware

Co.

mm
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p

HARDWARE

Most beautiful
NECKWEAR
W ever had,
50c to $2.00.

SILK MUFFLERS.

Genuine American Block per ton $6.50
6.90
Cerrlllos Lump
8.50
Anthracite Nut
9.00
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, stove and furnace
950
sizes
8.00
Clean Gas Coke

addi-ditlo-

ALBUQUERQUE

Men like to get neckties, silk suspenders,
nice hose, handkerchiefs, mufflers, gloves, slippers, smoking jackets things to wear.
Can't you find something In this list you think would make a
nice present for a gentleman?

Do It Today

C. N. BRIGHAM

The

Useful Ttings

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

Learnard

Christmas!

What joy the very word brings. Tis at Christmas time that wt
turn from selfishness and try to make others happy. And how
this brings happiness unto ourselves! What shall the prevents

melo-dranxo- n

Shoes

i

115-11- 7

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Ccpptr Ave.
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CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

HARDWARE
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ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

Eiiin

Diamond
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Mouth first mtroot
lie,403,t 74
;
401,
Nortf rtrmttro0t

113.

4

....

15.50 to 112.00
1100 to $6.&0
Hath Kobes
liounging Holies
$10.00 to $20.00
J2.00
$1.T&

25

to 75c

FEE'S

Large Line Silk Suspenders

Imported
Bloater

Mackerel

Oriolo

Smoked Halibut, cut as thin
as a wafer, per pound

40c

35c

Family size

WASHBURN COMPANY

PEERLESS
AT WALTON'S

Small

Smoked Mackerel

15c

DRUG

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT M

4

COLOMBO

.

-

AT TMK

HUL

Admission

50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

P.

Fish

extra

25c

izt

15c

4

.

Smoked White
fancy, per lb

25c

HOME-MAD-

ANDIES,
STORE.

ri

f

-

CORNER-

9.

Pink and Red Salmon Striped Bass
Shad Channel Cat Fish Rock Cod, Small Halibut
Smelts Lobsters Shrimp Blue Point Oysters

Com p. Syrup of Eucalyptus,
for
counlis, colds, bronchitis, price 00c. At
itupix s

$2.25

Gloves

Fancy Hosiery

E. L.

3C

Fresh Today

TOYS. DOLLS, DOLL
BUGGIES.
WAGONS, HANDKERCHIEFS, FURS
AND ALL KINDS OF HOLIDAY
GOODS AT LOW PRICES.
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
122 NORTH SECOND
STREET.

50c to $2S50 for Swell Ties
Porrins" Gloves
Dents' Cloves

Albuquerque, New Mexico

rv

HAVE $800 WORTH OF TOYS
HAT I WILL POSITIVELY SELL
AT COST FOR THE NEXT SIX
DAYS. COME EARL AND AVOID
HE RUSH.
"HAWLEY ON THE

0

Mail Orders Solicited

I

We have prepared for your Christmas wants this season and
are now displaying the largest lino of Holiday Neckwear and
mufflers ever shown ia this city. All the newest creations direct from New York aro shown.

Mocha

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware,
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

0

x

Smoking Jackets

:

Palace

A (Christmas Suggestion

-

Wholesale and Retail

Water
2

for

Witch Cod. fresh,

2

lbs., for

35c

Usinger Imported Sausages Fancy Frankfurters
Thuringer Blutwurst
Braunschweiger Leberwurst
Knackwurst and Mettwurst Smoked Tongue

